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    WWW.PERSIANCARPET.COM 

  

  

  

      THE ARTS & CRAFTS CARPET 
COLLECTION    
    

  

  

  

The most authentic and 

beautiful carpets in the 

Arts & Crafts tradition come 

from our looms to your floor. 

Call for a dealer in your area 

1-800-333-1801 
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oppa Woodworking Inc. 
po, CA 90731 310 54 4142 Fax: 310-548-6740 www.coppawoodworking.     A231 Paraiso Ave., 

        
Circle no. 269 

Classic Accents 
PTR a SU a 

P.O. BOX 1181, DEPT. OHI04, SOUTHGATE, MI 48195 

(P) 800.245.7742 © (F) 734.284.7305 ¢ (E) classicaccents@bignet.net 

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOGUE ° VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT 

classicaccents.net   
Circle no. 26 
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  ES tile showcase DELFTWARE 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO ORDER A FREE BROCHURE 

-¥ oy 

BEST OF 
BOSTON 

1999 

  

    

    

  

   Watertown    
Circle no. 773 

eter the salt in the 

air and feel the sand 

beneath your feet 

with our lovely 1886 

“Seashell” Roomset. 

In three very soft and 

sparkling colorways 

to choose from. 

Order now and we'll 

throw in some coral 

and starfish too! 

See what’s new! 

www.bradbury.com 

(707) 746-1900 

Bradbury &:Bradbury SE re) UN UNC) ee   
Circle no. 27 
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OLD-HOUSE established 1995 

INTERIORS 
VOLUME XII, NUMBER 6 

VISITS 

62 Pioneer Craftsman 
A Utah couple restores a transitional house. 

BY ANN ZIMMERMAN 

68 East Hampton Modern 
The unexpected winner of our annual Inspired By 

Contest: an International-style glass and steel house. 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAN MAYERS 

      

HISTORY GARDENS 

75 Montpellier Hall 
South of London, in the seacoast city of Brighton, 

an 1846 villa retains is classical walled garden. 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DUNCAN MCNEILL 

  

PERIOD INTERIORS 

80 Du Style d’Empire 
Napoleon’s imperial design ideas revive French taste. 

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN 

cee 

David Boysel’s inspiring transformation of an apartment. 

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN 

  

PERIOD ACCENTS 

88 Playing for Tile 
Solo artisan, small studio, manufactory: art tile comes 

from many sources, each with its own characteristics. 

BY MARY ELLEN POLSON 

  

   

      

   

ONTHE COVER: A bathroom 
in a Maine cottage on the coast 

was reconfigured in period style. 
Marble countertop and drop-in 
basin are original to the house. 

Cover photograph by 

Edward Addeo. 

NOVEMBER 2006 oldh ouseinteriors.com  



  
Timeless Elegance 

Sunrise Specialty is pleased to provide the largest selection 
of antique style cast iron baths available anywhere, along 
with a wide variety of faucets, showers, waterclosets and 
accessories. All Sunrise products are crafted of the finest 
materials including solid brass, copper, vitreous porcelain and 
solid oak, and are designed to meet the strictest standards 
of modern functionality and reliability. 

To see our complete line including our new “warm bubbles” 
heated airbath, visit a finer bath dealer in your area, or visit 
our website at www.sunrisespecialty.com. Our website 
carries a complete listing of all Sunrise Dealers. 

Circle no. 310  
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The ins and out-takes of 

every issue. 

14 News & Views 
Turkish Pasadena; a Wright house 

in Ohio; wallpaper’s Wendy Weeks. 

  

23 ~+-Furnishings 

32 ~= Kitchens & Baths 
Modesty in these attractive baths 

is a matter of restraint. 

38 ~=©Other Voices 
Thinking clearly about hard 

work in the “good old days.” 

BY CATHERINE LUNDIE 

46 Furniture Focus 
The pleasing and practical 

Hoosier cabinet, back in style. 

BY CATHERINE SEIBERLING POND 

52 From the Archives 
Artful images of the garden may 

convey more than photos would. 

BY JUDITH B. TANKARD 

  

56 | Decorator's Know-How 
There’s a goo, glue, goop, or 

filler for every restoration need, 

from sills to ceramics. 

BY DAN COOPER 

  

96 Designer Specs 
You've got a lot of good choices 

for 20th-century flooring. 
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Reader comment, Q&A, and 

letters to and fro. 
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Find it here—or send away. 
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A Glasgow copper fireplace ends 

up inspiring a whole interior. 
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FONIC FOR THE SOUL 

  

  
Ageless Styles Individually Handcrafted by American Artisans 

that Afford a Reprieve from the Mass-Produced World 

   
    
GRROYO 

CRaLts 
phone 626-960-94II ° arroyocraftsman.com 

  

® 
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River-Recovered Specialists 

1.800.336.3118 © www.HeartPine.com 

Available Prefinished 

River Recovered ® is a Registered Trademark of 

Goodwin Lumber, Inc. © 2006 Goodwin Lumber, Inc./DBA 

Goodwin Heart Pine. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A   
Circle no. 211 
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editor’s WELCOME 

The ins and out-takes 
RENCH FORMALITY in decorating doesn’t get its share of coverage 

F in this magazine, which tends more toward vernacular and 

English-derived styles: American Colonial and Greek Revival, 

art-movement Victorian, Arts and Crafts. David Boysel’s extravagant 

French Empire salon on pages 82-87 in this issue is an exception. 

It’s French but “it’s us,” as editors say. Boysel is a true decorator in 

the old sense of the word: a hands-on paint-decorator and repairer 

of old things, as well as a savvy stylist. Here in his own abode, he 

drew on his deep knowledge of historical style while keeping it 

personal. * Our editor-at-large Brian Coleman, who brought us the 

story, was drawn in enough to pen an accompanying essay in the 

PERIOD INTERIORS slot: “Du Style d’Empire,” on the French Empire 

style developed before 1815. Obviously turned on by David's 

enthusiasm, Brian “wrote long” and I had to cut his words to fit. The 

out-take I most regretted losing: “Napoleon’s chefs made him cakes 

  

shaped like Egyptian temples and pyramids to try to interest him in 

food; he never paid much attention to eating.” * A magazine is finite; 

there is only so much real estate in the size and number of pages. 

Of all the many sites, houses, events, products, and books that come 

to our attention, only a handful make the cut and get into print. And 

that’s the strength of edited, printed publishing: readers are spared the 

chaos of the reject pile. * Then there’s the Internet, a part of everyday 

life now. Its strength is the opposite of publishing’s: online we get 

instant access, infinite volume, no filters. As we retool our magazines’ 

websites, I’ve been thinking a lot about the potential of both. 

12 OCTOBER|NOVEMBER 2006 ROB HUNTLEY/LIGHTSTREAM 
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on making your house 
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or steam, heating process, the heat our boilers produce is far cleaner than forced air — it doesn’t carry harmful 

dust and pollen. As for being dependable, well... no one has the record of quality and reliability that Weil-McLain 

does, or more industry awards to prove it. So live comfortably in every respect. Right down to your toes. 

Compromise nothing. Call your local " 

Weil-McLain contractor today or vm WEIL | 

visit www.weil-mclain.com. 
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news & 

erick |. Roehrig, was built as 

part of a lavish resort in 

1898 and converted into 

apartments in 1924. Among 

the 20 residences on view 

are the Bridge and Pent- 

house apartments, and the 

Turkish Treasure 
One of Pasadena’s most 

exotic treats—Castle 

Green—will open to the 

public Dec. 3 for a Holiday 

Tour. The extraordinary 

Moorish/Spanish Colonial 

structure, designed by Fred- studios of artists R. Kenton 

Nelson and Dan Douke. 

Public rooms include the 

restored “Moorish” and 

“Turkish” rooms and the 

old hotel lobby, decorated 

with vintage stockings, 

toys, and a holiday tree 

trimmed with 2,500 light 

bulbs topped with peacock 

feathers. Tickets are $20; 

children under 12, free. 

Castle Green Holiday Tour, 

Friends of Castle Green, 

(626) 577-6765, 

castlegreen.com —MEP 

Vintage ornaments 

adorn a mantelpiece 

in the Moorish Room 

at Castle Green in 
Pasadena, Calif.   

At the Soane 
“First Loves, Last Loves: Sir John Betjeman and 

Architecture,” a retrospect on the English poet 

Sir John Betjeman, will be on exhibit at Sir John Soane’s 

Museum in London this fall. Betjeman, who wrote for 

Architectural Review in the 1930s, was a great admirer 

of William Morris and often papered his homes with 

Morris patterns (Betjeman and his wife Penelope 

briefly lived at Morris's Kelmscott House in the 1950s.) 

Among the architectural writings, recordings, and films 

on display will be one of his favorite Morris papers, 

“Vine,” produced in a documentary coloring by Charles 

| Rupert Designs (charlesrupert.com). Through Dec. 30, 

Sir John Soane’s Museum, 13 Lincoln Fields, London, 

+44 (0) 20 7405 2107, soane.org 

A bungalow without a fireplace would be 

flowers—and as cheerless. 9 95 —Henry H 

14 OCTOBER|NOVEMBER 2006   
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Medicine and wallpaper don’t usually appear in the 

same sentence, but one led to the other for Wendy 

Weeks, a master wallpaper printer at the Farmers’ 

Museum in Cooperstown, N.Y. The former hematol- 

ogy researcher took a break from medicine to work 

at the museum in 1994. Later, she developed a pro- 

duction process for hand block-printed reproduction 

wallpapers, and never looked back. Today, visitors 

to the museum—a 19th-century village—can watch 

Wendy make wallpapers on a reproduction press. 

The repertoire of 15 or so designs and six borders 

are exact copies of 18th- and 19th-century papers 

from various sources, including the collections of the 

New York State Historical Society and Old Sturbridge 

Village. “We emphasize the quality and artistic value 

of these old documents,” Wendy says of her small 

operation. “Wallpaper tells a story... . It brings a 

texture, a sensory experience to aroom.” If you 

are lucky enough to find an early wallpaper in your 

home, try to preserve at least a portion of it, she 

advises, since these highly decorative papers were 

an integral part of many historic interiors. Band 

boxes covered with vibrant 

wallpapers are available 

for sale at the museum, 

as are custom wallpaper 

orders (prices start at $160 

per 18-foot roll). Wendy 

Weeks, The Farmers’ 

Museum, (888) 547-1450, 

farmersmuseum.org 

— APRIL AUSTIN 

Wendy Weeks and 

(inset) the pattern blocks she 

uses to create historic papers. 

Finished band boxes. 

  

 



DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING SINCE 1974 

  
BRASS LIGHT GALLERY 

COMMERCIAL ¢« RESIDENTIAL ¢ VINTAGE 

www.brasslight.com 

Milwaukee | 800.243.9595 

Circle no. 21



classic bronze * designer bronze | 

4 | Two Dreamers 
5 Two exhibitions at the Mackintosh 

4 Festival in Glasgow celebrate the 

* work of the Macdonald sisters, 

Frances and Margaret. “Doves and 

Dreams: The Art of Frances Mac- 

donald and J. Herbert McNair” high- 

lights previously unseen works and 

a re-creation of a 1902 interior by 

two members of the Glasgow Four. 

A related exhibition, “Margaret 

Macdonald Mackintosh,” presents a 

selection of watercolors and designs 

by the artist whose remarkable 

talent was sometimes eclipsed by 

the fame of her husband, Charles Museum at the University of 

Rennie Mackintosh. Both exhibitions Glasgow, +44 (0) 141 330 4221, 

run through Nov. 18 at the Hunterian —_ hunterian.gla.ac.uk 

    
“La Mort Parfumée,” a 1921 watercolor 

by Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh, 

at the Hunterian Museum in Glasgow. 

  

Fate has not been kind to all Frank Lloyd Wright houses. By the 1940s, 

Westcott House, completed in 1908 for the wealthy, chic, and fashionably 

progressive Westcott family in Springfield, Ohio, had been converted into 

apartments, obliterating Wright's original concept. With help from the 

Frank Lloyd Wright Building Conservancy's Lewis—Hayes Revolving Fund, 

the Westcott House Foundation completed a five-year restoration late last 

year. The house is now open to the public. 

Using a signature technique, Wright extended his design for the 

house into the surrounding landscape, using a terrace and an imposing 

pergola capped by an intricate trellis. Inside, the kitchen has been 

restored to its original appearance. Bathroom tiles, which Wright 

would have chosen himself, have been repaired or replaced. 

The 60-foot salon, a hallmark of the open space so necessary to 

Wright's vision of interior living at the time, combines a library, a living 

room with built-in furniture, and a dining room with a Wright-designed 

table and chairs. Benches, situated in an 

inglenook, offer sanctuary around a fireplace: 

Wright envisioned the hearth as the center 

of the home, and its inhabitants as occupying 

a work of art. Westcott House, 1340 East 

High St., Springfield, OH, (937) 327-9291, 

westcotthouse.org —CYNTHIA WEST 

            

    ABOVE: A view of the 

Westcott house exterior. 

LEFT: A restored hallway, 

with a skylight of Wright- 

designed leaded glass. 

    
DK60 Door Knocker 

$2530 with CS150 Clavo - 83 Finish 

StoneRiverBronze.com   Circle no. 330 
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CRAFTED IN 
SOLID HARDWOODS 

Now...Order Online 
www.cumberlandwoodcraft.com 
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) ) Gables, plus 
S = brackets and 

posts,makes 
your home 

a into a 
A oe my 'q Victorian 

am 4. 

Standard style screen/storm 

doors. You may also custom 
design your own doors from 
many ornate components. 

Spandrels, 
decorative 
trims and 

ceiling 
_ medallions 
give your 
rooms the look 

of yesterday. 

Mantels in solid 
hardwoods. Also, 
wood appliques 

corbels, and 

Sere ent 
full-color catalog 
with hundreds of 

products 
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Gustav Klimt’s 

Beethoven Frieze 

at Secession House 

in Vienna, one of 

the highlights of 

a tour planned 

for March 2007. 

Way East Wright 
The Frank Lloyd Wright Preserva- 

tion Trust will sponsor two week- 

long international tours next year. 

The first, “Wright Way Vienna: 

The Secession,” visits sites by 

such forward-thinking designers 

as Joseph Maria Olbrich, Adolf 

Loos, Josef Hoffman, and Otto 

Wagner; it’s scheduled for March 

24-31, 2007. A second trip, 

"Wright Way Japan: A Family 

Adventure,” is set for July 15-26, 

2007. The tour includes the 

Wright-designed Jiyugakuen 

School, the preserved lobby of 

the Imperial Hotel, and Yamamura 

House. For complete itineraries 

and pricing, contact the Trust, 

(708) 848-1976, wrightplus.org 

Craftsman Weekend 
Old-House Interiors and Arts & 

Crafts Homes will sponsor a private 

tour and reception at the Cordelia 

Culbertson House as part of Crafts- 

man Weekend, Oct. 20-22, in 

Pasadena. Tickets are $65. Other 

not to be missed events include 

talks by Paul Duchscherer (on 

creating an Arts and Crafts home); 

Patricia Gebhard (on Purcell and 

Elmslie); and Mark Winter (South- 

western textiles). (626) 441-6333, 

pasadenaheritage.org     

® BEAUTIFUL BUNGALOWS, 

Oct. 14, River Forest, IL 

(708) 383-2654, pleasanthome.org 

® CRAFTSMAN WEEKEND, 

Oct. 20-22, Pasadena, CA 

The 15th anniversary of the 

premiere West Coast event. (626) 

441-6333, pasadenaheritage.org 

® ARCHITECTURAL ARTS 

& CRAFTS CONFERENCE, 

Oct. 26-28, Durango, CO 

(800) 828-4228, durango-arts- 

craftsconference.com 

* FINE FURNISHINGS SHOW, 

Oct. 27-29, Providence (401) 841- 

9201, finefurnishingsshow.com 

®* HISTORIC KENWOOD 

BUNGALOW FEST, 

Nov. 3-4, St. Petersburg, FL House 

tour in the neighborhood with 

Florida’s largest concentration 

of Bungalows. (727) 323-2787, 

craftsmanhouse.net 

® THE CONNECTION 

2006 CONFERENCE, 

Nov. 10-12, Roycroft campus, 

East Aurora, NY (716) 667-3359, 

roycroftconference.com 

® ARTS AND CRAFTS 

BENEFIT SHOW & SALE, 

Nov. 18, Berkeley, CA 

Sponsored by The Hillside Club 

and Arts & Crafts Homes. 

(510) 848-3227, hillsideclub.org 

® YULETIDE AT WINTERTHUR, 

Nov. 18, 2006—Jan. 7, 2007, 

Winterthur, DE 

A re-creation of 20th-century du 

Pont family holiday celebrations. 

(800) 448-3883, winterthur.org 

COURTESY ROLF ACHILLES
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The edition 

LWei'e 

ef our Lesig a DESIGN CENTER 

(Center Sourcebook 
period-inspired home design —— 

  
Our editors have completely updated the D ES i G N CE NTE R 

for & oo6! In it, you'll find period-inspired home products, from tile floors to wing chairs, 

hooked rugs to brass faucets. It’s useful, for sure. Beyond that, it’s beautiful! You'll find it a useful 

navigation tool as you surf the Net for the best in home design. You'll also find it to be a great 

“coffee-table book,” subtly hinting at your impeccable taste. 
Sg 

The companion volume to oldhouseinteriors.com 

To order your full-color, 276-page copy of the Design 

Center Sourcebook, fill out and return this form. 

I have enclosed a check for $19.95 
($14.95 plus $5.00 shipping and handling) 

= fora copy of the DESIGN CENTER SOURCEBOOK, 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 

MAIL THIS COUPON TO: 

Old-House Interiors, Design Center Sourcebook 

108 E. Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930 

or catt: (978) 283-3200 to pay by MasterCard, Visa, or Amex. 

Circle no. 38  



CUSTOM-CRAFTED RAISED PANEL WAINSCOT 

_KEEPING A LOW PROFILE 

WILL CERTAINLY BECOME 

MORE DIFFICULT 

  

ARCHITECTURAL 
WOOD PRODUCTS 

Traditional Storms, Screens, 

Storm Doors, Combinations and 

True Divided Lite Sash; Mortise 

r ey ectiataute and Tenon- no finger jointing. 

ee eS ETS EE Individually handcrafted to your 

specifications. Quick turnaround. 

' =e CusTOM-MADE Cost? Less than you think. 

TO ORDER 
Call 1-888-285-8120 to 

speak with one of our specialists. 

300 Trails Road, Eldridge, |A 52748 

www.adamsarch.com 

E-mail: info@adamsarch.com 

Formerly Midwest Architectural Wood Products 

Members of: AWI * NAWBO ¢ National Trust                   
Catt topay FoR-A FREE CATALOG 

1-866-691-1299 
www. DanburyCreek.com   

Circle no. 591 
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WIDE PINE 
FLOORING 

Architec altel slip-on 
neal BROAD-AXE BEAM Co. 

1320 Lee Rp., GuiLrorp, VT 05301 
installed baseboard 

ae: a WWW.BROAD-AXEBEAM.COM 
alors} ing units 

tel 973-857-6480 fax 973-857-4943 | www.radiantwraps.com 

Circle no. 458 Circle no. 315 

802-257-0064       
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Trendy va_lasste. 

Theres no doubt about it, we prefer classic. 

We offer over 550 traditional handcrafted 
lights and accessories inspired by historical 
design. Visit our 2,500 0q.ft. studio, our 

web site at stevenbandelmanstudios.com, 

or call for our new catalog at 805.962.5119. 
We ship anywhere. 

BYEN. 

50,000 square feet of Quality 

Architectural Salvage. Doors, Lighting, 

Mantels, Stained Glass, Cabinets, 

Furniture and more 

1325 West 30th St 

Indianapolis, IN 46208 

800-262-3389 or 317-924-4000 

whiteriversalvage.com 

aC aie » Faulwpsy rousry 

OT May iil 2is be pcstieyy 

atlas sed pottery 

for collectorStneem a 9 

  

1 Oth anniv iB) 

special aul leat 

It’s more than pottery. 

ee MG (21514 

www.ephraimpottery.com 

888-704-POTS 

Complete catalog available on line 

  

° 
Call or E-mail Now 

for more information on this creative 

solution to your decorating needs.   With Cover 
  

Ask about our discounts 
LACE aw ea Bie   Without Cover > 

502 Kesco Drive ¢ Bristol, IN 46507 ¢ ph 877.848.5697 ext. 5 ¢ fx 574.848.7897 
email sales@missionwoodworking.com ¢ www.missionwoodworking.com/mw1 

Circle no. 120 
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FINE 
HAND-PAINTED 
ART NOUVEAU 
AND ART DECO 
PORCELAIN 

  

take a eh aod 
Gi S70 A Bd 

BOULDER, COLORADO 80305 

(720) 840-8261 © TOLL FREE: (866) 365-2505 

www.idalindseychina.com 

To learn about our retail store, restoration expertise or to browse 

our new virtual showroom, visit us at www.appletonlighting.com 

WE BUY, SE CLE, (RES TORE 

AND CUSTOM DESIGN 

CHANDELIERS, LAMPS |} 

AND WALL SCONCES ee 

  
Visit our Spacious Showroom 

       
   

. 540 South Avenue 
Rochester, NY 14620 

988.558.2329 

HOUSEPARTS 
or Pa - 
Cee ee eet 

ARCHITECTURAL SALVAGE 
$ RESTORATION SUPPLIES 

  

   
801 Boylston St, Rte 9 / Chestnut Hill, MA / Tel 617-566-5322   
WINDOWS 9 “FRANCE 

Tsetse wd anes 7 (ne Curiopean acé and accessoites 

for the heart of your home | 

888.273.7377 

www.windowsoffrance.com 

WWW.HISTORICHOUSEPARTS.COM 

Circle no. 466 
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Hues for a New Year 6 
Benjamin Moore’s new color 

palette introduces 18 coordinating 

colors for 2007. For more about 

the palette, pick up a copy of 

their color trends guide, 07 Color, 

available from paint retailers for 

$4.95. Contact (800) 344-0400, 

benjaminmoore.com 

MICHELLE JOYCE (PAINT CHIPS)     
& 

by Mary Ellen Polson 

  

Lots more in the Design Center at 

@ It’s a Cutie 
Cozy up to a wood fire 

with the Nordic QT, a clean- 

burning, compact cast-iron stove 

capable of heating up to 1,000 

square feet. The suggested retail 

price for the F 100 version 

is $949. Contact Jotul, (800) 

797-5912, jotulflame.com 

Gingko Silhouette = 
The Tall Gingko lithograph 

is clearly Arts and Crafts, but 

with a Japanese sensibility. 

The print is available framed in 

quartersawn oak for $420. Un- 

framed, the price is $75. From 

Anita Munman 20th Century 

Fine Art, (866) 295-9345, 

2othcenturyfineart.com   

  

7 
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6 Wreathed 
in Lavender 

English lavender, wheat, millet, 

and globe thistle combine in 

this festive wreath suitable for 

a spur-of-the-moment gift. 

The wreath, which measures 

16" in diameter, is only for use 

indoors. It’s $36 from Country 

Curtains, (800) 456-0321, 

countrycurtains.com 
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Mid-century Fa 
Classic 

Heath Ceramics has been 

making this hand-glazed ceramic 

teapot for more than s0 years. 

Available in matte brown, onyx, or 

linen (shown), it can be ordered 

online for $160 from eco-friendly 

merchandiser 2KH. Contact 

  

(866) 458-1017, 2kh.com 

e Get it Fast for the Holidays 

Haba Happy 
Holiday 

Boldly patterned in 

animal prints and traditional 

East African motifs, these 

silk-screened and embroidered 

pillow covers are made by 

small companies in Tanzania 

that teach AIDS orphans 

sewing skills. Order online 

for $27.95 each from Haba 

Na Haba, (888) 439-9375, 

habanahaba.com 

ee Su! Bry meet ao | 
- on 4 a \ ai o~ .«   Seat for Santa & 

Pieces from Thos. Moser ordinarily require a four-month lead time, but 

the Lolling Chair can be yours for the holidays if you order by Nov. 21. 

Now that’s a gift idea! The leather-cushioned chair is $2,700. 

Contact (800) 862-1973, thosmoser.com 

Streamlined Speedy 
Boldly wrapped in red ribbons 

of color, the newly available 

Jefferson is perfect for a favorite 

renovator. In brushed nickel, 

the fixture and shade cost 

$126 and can usually be 

shipped the day you order it. 

From Rejuvenation, (888) 

401-1900, rejuvenation.com    



  
Handcrafted. Period. 

Hand selected woods. Hand fitted joinery. 
Hand painted finishes. Handcrafted custom cabinetry. 

The perfect fit for your period home. 

CROWNEDINT 
CABINETRY 

  

Period styling. 
Handcrafted to the finest quality. 

800-999-4994 * www.crown-point.com



  

  

   

        

   

        

   

          

Copper Preserves 6 
The stem and leaf are worked into 

the body of the fruit in this hand-hammered 

copper apple with a rich chestnut patina. 

It measures 5" tall. The apple retails 

for $66 from Susan Hebert Imports, 

(503) 248-1111, ecobre.com 

é Counter Colors 
Colors in the Studio Collection’s Crystelles line include apple-green Cat Eye, russet-red 

New Caldron, and deliciously red Ruby Glass. The solid-surfacing material averages about 

$60 per square foot installed. Contact Avonite Surfaces, (800) 345-9858, avonitesurfaces.com 

New England Green 
Peter Murkett re-interprets traditional early American furniture 
in fresh new ways and bold colors. The queen-size version of the 

Wellfleet bed, in cheerful tulip, retails for $3,900. Contact New 

England Modern, (413) 528-9937, newenglandmodern.com 

Spriggled with Apples « 
The Crab Apple wall fill from the Morris Tradition 

Woodlands collection is shown in two of three 

available colorways (or specify custom colors). 
A 30 square foot roll retails for $72. 

From Bradbury & Bradbury, 

(707) 746-1900, 
bradbury.com 
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= Voysey Underfoot 
Apple-green trim sets off a 

luscious, rose-red ground in the 

English Arts and Crafts-inspired 

Voysey Border. The rug is hand- 

knotted in India of imported 

New Zealand wool. The suggested 

price for an 8' x 10! rug is $2,795. 

Contact The Persian Carpet, (800 P 
333-1801, persiancarpet.com   Se roe Hy 

6 Apple Fresh 
With colors fresh enough to 

taste, these hand-painted Crab Apple 

tiles bring a country flavor to any 

kitchen. The 4" x 4" decos are 

$50 each. The 4" x 8" tiles cost 

$68 per piece. From Meredith Art Tile, 

(330) 484-1656, meredithtile.com 

Rupe for Harvest 
Created for a wine label, Yoshiko 

Yamamoto’s pomegranate print is 

limited to an edition of 70. In ripe 

reds, delicate greens, and subtle 

  

yellows, the image size of the print 

is about 8" x ro". It costs $95. From 

Arts & Crafts Press, (360) 871-7707, 

fiMeyanalet Yop J femonnte artsandcraftspress.com 

    
  

   

  

    » Fruit Medley 
Apple-themed towels, placemats, and ceramic novelties pair nicely 

with apple-green Jadeite. Assorted Jadeite bowls are $22 to $35 each. The 

2-quart apple pitcher is $32. The pear and apple wall pockets are $30 per 

set. All from Retro Redheads, (978) 857-8898, retro-redheads.com 

Lots more in the Design Center at elfelateltl-t-Jiahe-la lela - motel aa) 

éItalian Sport 4 
The Frank chair is a comfortably upholstered take on that Modernist 

classic, the Wassily chair. In red leather with a sleek, tubular steel base, it 

retails for $800. From Natuzzi, (800) 262-9063, natuzzi.com 
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- Country Pine 
Shown in a reproduction 

pine hutch, 13" x 20" 

hand-punched tin panels in 

Harvest Wheat start at $34.75. 

Standard 10" x 14" panels 

begin at $18.70 each. From 

Pierced Tin Design by 

Country Accents, (570) 

478-4127, piercedtin.com 

Lily Pitcher 4 

Sculpted with delicate blossoms, the Calla Lily pitcher is an unusual 

form for Ephraim Faience. Designed by Paul McVicker and 

  Laura Klein, the pitcher—for decorative purposes only, since 

it’s not waterproof—measures 8" high x 4 3/4" wide. It’s $228. 

Contact (888) 704-POTS, ephraimpottery.com 

   @ Eternal Light 
This solid bronze garden 

lamp will hold its own 

in the harshest landscaping 

environments. Measuring 

8" square, it’s shown mounted 

on a solid bronze wall bracket.    
The set retails for $414. From Coe Studios, 

($10) 527-2950, coestudios.com 

Lots more in the Design Center at [e}[-lal-ter-t-Jiahe-talela-meotolag) 

6 Bench Warmer 4 
Ideal for a mud room or entry, the Bench Radiator can take 

   
the chill out of winter before it’s fairly through the door. Offered 

in three lengths, two heights, and eight colors, prices range from 

$3,148 to $5,334. From Myson, (800) 698-9690, mysoninc.com 

@ Custom Weaves 
Claudia Mills creates loom-woven runners and custom rag rugs 

in new, all-natural fabrics and leathers. Runners in 2' widths are 

$65 to $75 per square foot. Custom rugs cost between $75 and 

$85 per square foot. Contact (617) 524-5326, claudiamills.com   
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EXTERIOR SHUTTERS & SHUTTER HARDWARE 

ANITA MUNMAN So, you want to 

IMPROVE YOUR VIEW. 

agus i af. ass <——ene = ~ pes ae 

wy Cenc. GD Stibis (nuit a 
= “ON 85 : : 

    

  

    

PERIOD-INSPIRED ART 

FOR THE CRAFTSMAN #OME 

Poder HIN Sad TT ANCU@e)y 

  

EERE ery Qs 

ae & (2S aeee 

    

   

Tes simply a function of the way Timberlane handcrafted, _<<i5! I 2)p», 
solid cedar shutters and hand-forged period hardware are as 
made. When you choose from the Timberlane collection, <7 = e ie 
you'll be placing your home in exalted company. Get used \. <4 —/ 
to being the center of attention. Call for a free catalog today. 

  

  

800.250.2221 ExT 1396«TIMBERLANE.COM/1396     
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Lae Erneta irae FINEST QUALITY 
Custom Historical Tile j Si EPRODUCTION AND CUSTOM LIGHTING 
11416 Otter Creek South Road rc ; Since 1932, Ball and Ball has been manufacturing the finest quality 

Mabelvale, AR 72103 Ly ‘SR 
WEDS 

Sconces, Pendants, Chandeliers, Lantems, Table Lamps, Candle 

501.455.1000 
Stands, Candlesticks and American Revival Period Lighting in: 
brass, tin, copper, pewter, silver, bronze and hand forged iron. 

* Hexagon 

* Furniture Hardware 

Call for our 108 page catalog, available for $7.00. 
(CATALOG PURCHASE REFUNDED ON IST ORDER.) 

i i f Fee Oa 
..all other historical sizes! lise eedinare 

Visit our Web site: * Door Hardware 

Call about our NEW 40 page lighting catalog. 

“< Ball and Ball -“ 

www.restorationtile.com eee Soe 
Circle no. 429 Circle no. 18 

    

    463 W. Lincoln Highway (Rt. 30), Exton, PA 19341 
Phone: 610-363-7330 © Fax: 610-363-7639 © 1-800-257-3711 

www.ballandball.com       
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www.singergalleries.com 
SEATTLE, WA 
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206-285-0394 

Furniture Avenue Galleries 
4250 Furniture Avenue, Suite 122 

High Point, NC 27282 
336.882.3138 

y 

ae 
BEwTeCnen Oe) 

; | Catalog Sales & Manufacturing 
2" ' Dept. Ol, PO Box 667, Eden NC 27289 
i ' 336.623.6188 crystal@chandelier.com 

catalog with pricing available 

Se J 
og 

Circle no. 334 
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Teragone 2 "a088hauages 

HIGH RELIEF, HAND PRESSED 

| DECORATIVE TILES FOR YOUR 

KITCHEN, BATH OR FIREPLACE. 

DECORATIVE BACKSPLASH 

TILES CUSTOMIZED TO 

FIT YOUR SPACE, 

1723 White Oak Loop 
Round Rock, TX 78681 

512.921.4771 

picture rail molding. 

The hooks slide up 
and down the rod 
allowing you to 
position your 
pictures where you 

like. 

For more information 2 
ous : i) 

visit our website: S 

www.swanpicturehangers.com 
or call 

(530) 865-4109 
order a catalog for $5 from: 
The Swan Company 

5956 County Road 200 
Orland, CA 95963 

Circle no. 395 
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= MOTAWI 
Pose Oltd es 

HANDCRAFTED 

ART TILE FOR 

     NW) INSTALLATION 
h) AND GIFTS. 

FOR CATALOG CONTACT 

www.motawi.com | 734.213.0017   Circle no. 316 

Like the original, solid brass was the least of its ingredients. 

TRUSTW°RTH | STUDIS 
WALLPAPER 

HOUSE OF ANTIQUE HARDWARE 

One of the web’s best selections of original and reproduction hardware, not that anyone will 

tell the difference. Find this Victorian era steeple-tip hinge and more than 2,700 other items 

at HouseofAntiqueHardware.com. Or call (888) 223-2545.       
Circle no. 142 

      
    
    
    

    

ARCHIVE 
samples available 

PDN ELE). wie 

ALICE IN WSNDERLAND 

  

         

NMG Pea cram (310) 676-2424 
w 598 146 1647 ® alte Tris ae textileguy@aol.com + Online Catalog: archiveedition.com 

Circle no. 186 
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kitchens &@BATHS 

Bathroom Modesty 
IN THIS MUST-HAVE-IT-ALL ERA OF LUXURY, 
THERE ARE STILL THOSE WHO CAN LEAVE 

WELL ENOUGH ALONE. USUALLY, THEY LIVE 

IN OLD HOUSES. BY PATRICIA POORE 

HE REFERENCE to modesty 

here is not about shyness 

and shame, but rather to 

the possibility of a proper 

and seemly approach to the 

bathroom, its size and appointments. 

These days, huge, luxurious bath- 

rooms are touted by builders, by high- 

end plumbing-fixture companies, and 

in magazine articles. The room is 

supposed to include his-and hers van- 

ities, soaking tub and shower-bath 

and indoor sauna, marble or onyx, 

and fixtures that are anything but the 

American standard. 

If you live in an old house, 

however, you simply don’t have the 

room! And thus you have been spared 

the expense and constant cleaning 

those spa baths demand. You even 

may have grown to like your old 

bathroom. (I believe that a bathroom 

should be big enough for only one 

person at a time. How else can you 

get a break?) Without intention, you 

may have inherited the white tile, 

wainscot, capacious sink, clawfoot 

tub, linen closet, or old-fashioned 

medicine cabinet so coveted even in 

today’s mansion-size bathrooms. 

The bathrooms on these pages 

exist because somebody knew how 

to leave well enough alone. Most of 

them date to the early 20th century. 

The upstairs bathroom in a 1926 Pennsylvania house retains its fixtures, tile floor, 

unpainted oak woodwork, and deep linen drawers and closet. “It’s not an elaborate 

house,” owner Carolyn Wolfe says, “or historically significant, but it was built 

with great craftsmanship [that] we intend to preserve.” 

32 OCTOBER|NOVEMBER 2006 STEVE GROSS & SUSAN DALEY 

  

 



 



Try to salvage 
(or reproduce) something 

of the bathroom you inherit 

its layout, sink or tub, tile, 

cabinets. Paint, curtains, 

and accessories will update 

and personalize even the 

most basic room 
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They are in their original locations, 

with modest size maintained, and 

most have at least some original fea- 

tures. (A few are new, built accord- 

ing to past standards and incorporat- 

ing salvaged bits and plumbing.) 

These rooms are not perfectly 

preserved; their practical owners have 

fixed them up, painted them, added 

and deleted. The rooms are believ- 

able and functional because their own- 

ers responded to an existing bath- 

room (and presumably to what they 

knew about the house). In a gut ren- 

  
ovation or new construction, it’s too 

easy to succumb to the excess and 

up-to-the-minute look aggressively 

sold through advertising and show- 

rooms. The bathrooms shown here 

are unique because limitation makes 

for creativity. They have “evolved,” 

with, say, a reproduction light join- 

ing a Forties radiator and Twenties 

tile. These bathrooms have some quirks. 

And that’s the best thing about 

them. They all truly belong to their 

houses. They’re all different. The 

Manhattan bathroom on p. 36 looks 

GREG PREMRU (FAR LEFT) 
EDWARD ADDEO (MIDDLE) 

JESSIE WALKER (OPPOSITE) 

 



  
  

FAR LEFT: Though its size didn’t 

change, this pleasant room in 

Massachusetts has been reconfigured, 

the tub turned 90° and the window, 

fitted with period trim and stained 

glass designed by the homeowner, 

moved away from the corner. 

\VIIDDLE: In a seaside cottage in 

Maine, walls painted in Farrow 

& Ball's “Green Ground” bring 

out the original Victorian marble 

corner sink and cabinet. 

ABOVE: Wallpapering followed 

plaster repair in a 1919 Milwaukee 

bungalow bathroom that retains 

its original sink, built-in medicine 

cabinet, and white tile walls. 

  

SHELDON SLATE PRODUCTS CO.., 
SHELDON ! a 
  

     SHELDON SLATE is a family owned 
business with four generations of ex- 
perience. We mine and manufacture 

our own slate products from our own 
quarries. The range of our colors will 
compliment any kitchen or bath. Our 
slate is heat resistant, non-porous and 
non-fading. It has a polished/honed a 
finish and is very low maintenance. Let | olusren en 
us help you design and build a custom a. 

sink, countertop or vanity. Custom Sinks and countertops can be crafted in a 

inquiries are handled through the Variety of ways. Use your imagination, or 
Monson, Maine division. we can assist you in your design. 

  
  

PRODUCERS OF SLATE FLOOR TILE, FLAGGING, STRUCTURAL SLATE AND ROOFING, MONUMENTS AND SLATE SINKS 

Monson * Maine 04464 * 207-997-3615 * Middle Granville * New York 12849 » 518-642-1280 * FAX 207-997-2966 

Circle no.134 
  

FINEST QUALITY 

t t EPRODUCTION FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES 
I ‘ we pee Ball a Ball fs pee rnepacnri t the 
4 - t ti 

ne SS, ioe ik ae eens me” 
ih screens, tool stones, jamb hooks, spit jacks and cranes. 

Call for our 108 page catalog, available for $7.00. 
(CATALOG PURCHASE REFUNDED ON IST ORDER.) 

= Call about our NEW 40 page lighting catalog. 

“. Ball and Ball - 
y 463 W. Lincoln Highway (Rt. 30), Exton, PA 19341 

y Phone: 610-363-7330 © Fax: 610-363-7639 © 1-800-257-3711 

www.ballandball.com 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

* Furniture Hardware 

* Builders’ Hardware 

* Door Hardware 

* Reproduction Lighting 
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BELOW: The wall and floor 

tile are original in a typical 

midtown Manhattan apartment 

bathroom (1912); the sink and 

cabinet were made from reworked 

salvage that included a marble 

sink top, stained glass panels, 

and wooden table legs. 

36 OCTOBER|NOVEMBER 2006 
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the part, clean and white and so- 

phisticated with its marble counter 

and stained glass. The cottage baths 

on the same page have a nostalgic 

country feeling that’s impossible 

to date. The dark-painted room on 

p. 34 has been nudged a little closer 

to the Arts and Crafts aesthetic of 

the rest of the house. 

No kitchen-and-bath designer 

today would specify a bathroom like 

the one on p. 33: the wall inter- 

rupted by a big window, floor space 
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A salvaged tub and curtains sewn 

from antique French lace panels join a 

“junk” cabinet, repainted by the artist 

owner, in a 1995 house in British Columbia. 

In the same house, which was 

built in the tradition of turn-of-the-century 

farmhouses, fixtures and furniture are 

from antiques and salvage dealers. 

taken up with a cast-iron radiator 

and furniture, the linen closet built 

high in the wall. The family who 

uses it finds it practical as well as 

charming, nevertheless. Isn’t it won- 

derful, just as it is? + 

DAN MAYERS (TOP LEFT) 
ROB MELNYCHUK



  

www.coppersinksdirect.com 

  

A Family Business since 1973 

Genuine Antique Stoves 
eae With Love... 

for the Warmth 

of your Home 

& the Heart 

of your Kitchen 

Heating Stoves 

Cooking Ranges 

Wood/Coal/Gas    
  

a 

See our Catalog 
On-Line 

NO REPRODUCTIONS 

World’s Largest 

Inventory 

Always Changing 

www.soodtimestove.com 
Ask for Sara, The Stove Princess 

Toll Free 1-SS88 282-7506 

Conversions to Gas & Electric Available to All Models 

866-385-7065   
  

  

ee 
Hardware 

designer bathtubs by 

CLAWFOOT SUPPLY 

Designer Bathtubs 

Reproduction Sinks 

Brass Faucets 

Door Hardware & Accessories 

Entry Sets 

Floor Registers 

Grand Chandeliers 

Decorative Sconces 

Gas Lanterns 1379 Jamike Drive             

Erlanger, KY 41018 

free color catalog 

866.475.9708 toll free 
signaturehardware.com/ohi   
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Sown and Reaped Long Ago 
BY CATHERINE LUNDIE 

WO ODDLY CORRESPONDING ITEMS came across 

my desk the other day. Both involved early house- 

hold inventories—itemized accounts of an es- 

tate taken in order to probate a deceased person’s will. 

The first was a book called Good Wives: Image and 

Reality in the Lives of Women in Northern New England 

1650-1750. In it, historian Laurel Thatcher Ulrich uses 

household inventories from a farmhouse, a frontier home, 

and a town dwelling in an effort to reconstruct the daily 

lives of the women who'd inhabited them. 

The second was a magazine article featuring a Con- 

necticut colonial house; a designer had consulted an early 

inventory in order to furnish it accurately. The re-created 

interior was stunning, and not just on account of the ex- 

traordinary antiques she bought based on her research. A 

historic-paint analyst uncovered original colors as well as 

magnificent stenciling—all of which was re-created by 

expert craftspeople. Add to that a few period-look soft 

furnishings, a designer’s good taste to pull it all together, 

and you had an old-house addict’s fantasy scenario. 

I had a particular interest in this story because the 

earliest section of my own period—patchwork house dates 

to 1780. It’s built on a much more modest scale than the 

magazine house, just one room over one. The upstairs is 

now plastered, but the downstairs has retained its origi- 

nal stone walls. With small windows, smoke-darkened 

NOVEMBER 2006 

beams, and a walk-in fireplace, it’s the ultimate in cozi- 

ness. Yet it’s nothing like the magazine home. Sure, there’s 

one nice little reproduction table, but the comfy leather 

chairs by no stretch of the imagination have a genuine 

feel. And that built-in corner cupboard? It’s a gorgeous 

fake—tug on the wrought-iron handle and you'll dis- 

cover a wet bar. 

Looking through the glossy magazine pages, I felt 

a brief surge of envy: what I wouldn’t give for an un- 

limited budget to re-create the look of my home’s ear- 

liest interior! Yet even without authentic furnishings, the 

room has a certain power. No matter where I try to steer 

my guests, they always gravitate there and sink into the 

deep chairs with a sigh of satisfaction and some varia- 

tion on the comment, “This is a great room.” 

My personal theory is that they’re responding to 

what Edith Wharton described as “the charm of having 

been for centuries a deep dim reservoir of life.” I think 

perhaps it’s what we like best about our old houses. Not 

just the quality of workmanship or the patina of age, but 

that indefinable frisson of past lives. Thinking back on 

those who dwelt in our homes before us holds a kind 

of vicarious thrill. We wistfully envision a simpler time, 

when people wisely conducted their day-to-day lives at 

a less hectic pace. 

That evening, with my human [continued on page 40] 

LEON ZERNITSKY/IMAGES.COM/CORBIS



QUALITY LIGHTING 
tow at Nae Aa: CE IN CC 5 a 

AND THE REPLICATION OF 

HISTORIC PROJECTS NA 

FINEST DESIGN AND REPRODUCTION 

OF PERIOD LIGHTING 

FIXTURES aren CC Daal Povtland ni eas 

503-248-1111 catalog available www.ecobre.com/ac 
WWW.QUALITYLIGHTING.NET 

Dealer inquiries welcome 
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Functional Sculpture for Bath and Garden 

MACc™ANTIQUE PLUMBER 
PLUMBING, LIGHTING, HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES FOR THE ENTIRE HOME 

Mac's 

Pillbox Toilet 

25 = STONE FOREST 
EXCLUSIVE FIxTURES « GREAT VALUES 

EXTENSIVE VARIETY *¢ QUALITY ASSURANCE 

PERSONALIZED CUSTOMER SERVICE Gn Tee Ee 
EXPERIENCE ¢ EXPERTISE b 

  
| For 200+ Page Catalog, Please Send $10 (Refundable on First Order) to: www.stoneforest.com/oldhouse 

6325 Elvas Avenue - Dept OHI, Sacramento, CA 95819 | fo) 

To Order by Phone, Please Call (916) 454-4507 or (800) 916-BATH 888.682.2987   | shop online at www.antiqueplumber.com 
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and animal charges tucked in for the night, I carried both 

magazine and unopened book to my aged room, the bet- 

ter to indulge my nostalgia for that slow-paced past. I 

look forward every day to this brief nocturnal interlude 

of peace and quiet, when I can put my feet up, free of 

all responsibilities. I laid the magazine open so I could 

glance at it from time to time. With anticipation, I opened 

Ulrich’s book. 

The first inventory was used to re-create the life 

of Beatrice Plummer, a newly widowed farm woman. 

Good, I thought. My home was once a farm, hacked out 

of the wilds of New Jersey; we're still in the country, en- 

circled by acreage, out of sight of the neighbors and the 

road. I was prepared to discover a kindred spirit. 

But that was the last similarity I discovered be- 

tween Beatrice Plummer’s life and mine. 

I began with the inventory itself, skipping over the 

acreage, livestock, and farm implements to delight in the 

catalogue of items that defined Goodwife Plummer’s days. 

How picturesque sounded the “spinning wheele,” the 

“Syder presse,” the “brasen candlesticke”! How quaint 

was the custom of the day, to have the “bedsted” with 

its “feather bed, bolster, 2 pillows, blanket [and] cover- 

let” in the parlor. 

Then I turned to Ulrich’s explication. She ren- 

dered with unflinching detail just what all those de- 

lightful-sounding household goods meant to Beatrice 

Plummer: that every minute of every day was filled 

with arduous labor. A few of the chores filled me with 

particular horror. 

The first was the skill and time it took to put to- 

gether the simplest of meals. The inventory’s extensive 

list of cookware showed that Goody Plummer exer- 

cised a varied repertoire of boiling, broiling, roasting, 

frying, and baking—all over open fire. The mere thought 

was intimidating. 

As for baking—that most delicate of culinary oper- 

ations—Beatrice Plummer had to keep a supply of yeast 

alive, get her loaves to rise in a draughty room, and bake 

them in a brick wall oven. Since I’ve more than once been 

humiliated by a failure to make decent bread in an auto- 

matic breadmaker, this was simply beyond imagination. 
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Hine Letailed Replica 4 & Cxquisite Hand Carvings 

For more than a century, designers and architects have enriched their 

projects with accent elements created by the DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION. 

Today we offer replicas of some fifteen thousand original designs, produced 

in varied materials. * Readily installed by tradespeople and do-it-yourselfers. 

* Uses: period restoration, remodeling, new building projects. 

* $35.00 for our six book set of illustrated catalogs. 

DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION 
3610 SouTH MorGAN, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609 

(P) 773-847-6300 * (F) 773-847-6357 * www.decoratorssupply.com 
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Naa ie) Hamilton Decorative's natural solid 

P7725 bronze registers celebrate the wood 

: : and stone interiors of America's 

finest homes. 

Available in over 40 floor and 

wall sizes, all registers are finished 

SSS with Hamilton's unique bronze 

i) Cae NX ae X30 1 9 | patina that only improves with age. Strong and 

YoCy i HAMILTON dependable, 

bade ded / Hamilton's 

Lahti dn) 
aa oer 

louvre system 

“ maximizes 

airflow. 

DECORATIVE 

SUPERIOR FLOOR REGISTERS AND 

OTHER ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE ITEMS 

FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL 1.866.900.3326 or 212.760.3377 
www.hamiltondeco.com   
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Then there were those flitches of bacon and the 

barrel of salt pork in the Plummer dairy house. I like 

bacon. It suits my admittedly odd preference that any 

meat I consume cannot ever even remotely resemble the 

creature from which it came. So when Ulrich pointed 

out that Beatrice Plummer probably slaughtered the 

smaller hogs herself, I felt a wave of nausea. 

Even if she didn’t perform the slaughter herself, it 

would have fallen to her to scald the carcass, strip it of 

hair, disembowel, butcher, salt, and smoke it. She’d keep 

the renderings to make candles and soap. Craig Clai- 

borne once wrote, not without pride, that “in the South 

they eat every part of the pig except for the squeal.” I 

think Beatrice Plummer did him one better. 

A similar laborious, bloody process would have taken 

place with her yard fowl—no chicken nuggets there! Two 

pounds of feathers that she’d plucked were stored in an 

upper chamber, saved to stuff her own home-sewn mat- 

tresses—what we euphemistically call “down comforters.” 

The dairy house also held cheese, butter, and milk, 

all of her own making. She would have risen before dawn 

to herd, milk, churn, skim, and sieve. And to think I’ve 

believed myself hard done by for having to drive to the 

store when someone finished the last gallon of milk with- 

out telling me! 

The “bushel of pease and beans” as well as the jars 

and crocks of preserved fruits and vegetables meant she 

planted, weeded, and harvested one serious garden. I 

thought with reddened cheeks of my dilettantish little 

plot kept for the summertime thrill of picking home- 

grown tomatoes for a salad. Beatrice planted hers to carry 

her family through long winters. There was no Fresh 

Fields to turn to when the snow fell. 

I almost forgot—the inventory listed barrels of cider 

that she concocted herself after the fall apple harvest, 

using that “Syder presse” I thought sounded so cute an 

hour ago. 

My greatest shudder was perhaps caused by the laun- 

dry kettles. Hauling and heating water, boiling dirty cloth- 

ing, rinsing, drying, and ironing with the most primitive 

and heavy of tools: why, I can seldom make myself pick 

up a steam iron! But the real stuff of nightmares for me 
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We've uncorked a beautiful new way 
to love your floors. These large | 
format cork tiles are subtle and bold } 

visual statement on any 

floor in your home. | 
Instead of the ordinary | 
12 x 12 or 12 x 24 | 
tiles these big beauties | 
coveraimost 

three process 

     

  

piace gles YS | as well as 
sp the | providing 
installation added in- 

- sulation 
with their thicker, spongier 

= profile. * And even though 
7 they bring so much drama 

»)| to your floors, with prices 
ne as low as $2.75 per 

square foot they do it economically 
as well. Call for free Catalog. 

Dino Cork Healthy Living Cork Tiles. 
Big on beauty, soft on your budget 

800- 621-2591 * bioshieldpaint.com 
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Fine Hand Crafted Ceramic Tile 

Modern Designs & Time Honored Tradition 

Color Matching & Restoration 
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2845 HARRIET AVE S]_| MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408 

Visit www. handmadetile.com for a brochure   
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was the thought of keeping a child in the weekly moun- 

tain of clean diapers they go through. Me, with my tidy 

stack of disposables and my easy-to-open box of wet-wipes. 

There was more, much more to Beatrice Plum- 

mer’s daily life—cleaning and scouring, spinning, sewing 

clothing and bed linens, mending . . . the list goes on. As 

Ulrich points out, she was “a woman who took pride in 

‘huswifery’.” 

I closed the book and turned again to the mag- 

azine house that had so charmed me. It was a week- 

end escape, a haven from the frenzy of the workaday 

world. Its authentic, elegant spareness implied a restful 

past existence. But looking at it now through the eyes 

of Beatrice Plummer, it was as though I could see the 

rooms in 3-D, fleshed out by my knowledge of what 

went into its making and upkeep. I glanced at my own 

massive fireplace. The hearthstones were worn smooth— 

by a woman’s footsteps, I realized for the first time. I 

still couldn’t imagine cooking there. Nor could I imag- 

ine raising a whole family of children within those 

stone walls, when my own solitary babe seems to oc- 

cupy so much (psychic) space. 

Feeling not a little guilty about my comparatively 

slothful existence, I slunk to the wet bar and poured my- 

self a drink. Dropping into my chair, I wondered: did 

anyone in those early days ever have time to relax and 

enjoy a “bason” of tea, or a “flagon” of small beer? 

No, their lives weren’t as frenzied as ours. They did- 

n't have voice mail and email, day-timers, and cell phones, 

traffic jams and soccer practice and after-school lessons. 

But their days, men and women both, were filled with 

endless, grinding labor. That must have taken enormous 

strength, not just of body but of character. 

It’s common for old-house owners to feel that they 

don’t own their homes, that they’re just holding them in 

trust for the next generation. I feel that way myself about 

our home. But I also feel that my house does in fact have 

true owners: those whose (literal) blood, sweat, and tears 

went into building it. And I think that the best way to 

honor them is to care for and love their home. 

I raised my glass in a solemn toast to my home’s 

owners, to Beatrice Plummer and all her ilk: may they 

be thoroughly enjoying their eternal rest. + 

Laurel T. Ulrich’s book, GOOD WIVES: IMAGE AND REALITY 

IN THE LIVES OF WOMEN IN NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND 1650-1750 

(New York: Vintage Books, 1991), is available 

from your bookseller.
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NATIVE TRAILS 

800.786.0862 | WWW.NATIVETRAILS.NET 

Handcrafted basins, tubs, mirrors, vanities, tile, and accessories 

sold exclusively through fine showrooms. 
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Rang€raft 
Range Hoods Made To Order 

Universal Inserts 
for Wood Hoods 

  

~~ Any Design > Any Material 
; Any Finish 

877-RCHOODS * | 

    

      www.rangecraft.com | 

QUALITY CRAFTED IN THE USA 
Manufacturer of Range Hoods Since 1972 
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WARREN CHAIR WORKS 

A small company devoted 

to the hand crafting of fine 
quality Windsor chairs and 

other classic 18th-century 

furniture. 

Please call us for a copy of 

our catalog and the location 
of your nearest dealer. 

30 Cutler Street 

Warren, RI 02885 

' (401) 247-0426 

warrenchairworks.com   
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A CLASSIC LOOK 
IS IN THE DETAILS 

Quality Craftsmanship 
Custom Sizes, Woods, Prefinish 
Extensive Inventory in Stock 

  

#1 in Customer Service 

... the necessary detail 

Call Today 

1-800-545-8368 

www.classicvents.com       
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Healthy Living Paints 

Zero VOC Interior Paints, Clay-based Wall 
Coverings, Color Washes, Floor & Furniture 
Finishes. 

NEW! Aqua Resin Stain Finish Water-based, 
Zero VOC Intenor/Exterior Wood Stains. 

12 Milk Paint Colors and.50 Pigments to 7 

For a FREE Col 

(800) 621-2591 

or visit us at www.bioshieldpaint. 
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Kayne and Son 

Custom Hardware, Inc. 
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100 Daniel Ridge Rd. 
Candler, NC 28715 
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The Hoosier Cabinet 
A useful staple of grandmother’s kitchen makes a comeback. 

HELVES, drawers, bins, sifters and 

nooks, all neatly hidden be- 

hind cupboard doors—who 

wouldn’t want a Hoosier? These free- 

standing cabinets, immensely popu- 

lar between 1900 and the 1930s, were 

a combination pantry and worktable 

for the “efficient” kitchen of the early 

20th century.There really was a Hoosier 

Company, and most of their com- 

petitors were in Indiana, too, but the 

word Hoosier is now used generi- 

cally for any self-contained, step-back 

cabinet with multiple doors, lots of 

specialized storage, and (usually) a 

porcelain work surface. 

NOVEMBER 2006 

Founded in 1899, the Hoosier 

Manufacturing Company of New 

Castle, Indiana, was the first to mar- 

ket what became known as the Hoosier, 

which the company billed as a “kitchen 

filing cabinet.” Their motto: “Steps 

saved in the kitchen give women 

strength and energy for other things.” 

For the next several decades, the true 

Hoosiers outsold competitors’ cabi- 

nets, such as those by Sellers, Coppes 

Bros., and even Sears, Roebuck. They 

were innovatively marketed—“a dol- 

lar down and a dollar a week” —mak- 

ing them popular with everybody. 

Sales were concentrated in the Mid- 

BELOW: Rosemary Mack, 

a friend of the author, found 

this Hoosier at an Amish 

auction in 1978, and she’s 

moved it to all her subsequent 

kitchens. LEFT: The Hoosier 

is cookie central; as 

promised, everything's 

at the cook’s fingertips. 

BY CATHERINE SEIBERLING POND 

west, but stores and dealers carried 

them all over the country, and they 

were nationally advertised in the 

Ladies’ Home Journal, Good House- 

keeping, and Better Homes and Gardens, 

among other publications. Peak pop- 

ularity was around 1925; after the 

Depression years of the Thirties, mod- 

ern built-in cabinets were preferred. 

Various models were sold, with 

different storage and cooking func- 

tions in mind. But most were forty 

to fifty inches wide with storage for 

bulk staples like flour and sugar, a 

sifter and a grinder, closed cupboards 

and drawers. [continued on page 48] 

STEVE GROSS & SUSAN DALEY  
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durability. 

VANDE HEY RALEIGH 

Masters in the Artistry of Roof Tile 

Hand wrought, superbly detailed roof tiles have gained 
VHR the reputation of master craftsmen. We offer an 
exquisite collection of architecturally styled roof tiles 
available in over 1000 color formulas, as well as custom 

orders. From historical restoration to commercial real 
estate, our high performance 
roof systems will 
endure. Beautifully. 
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“There is today 
a neW kitchen cabinet 

that few modern housekeepers are 

able to resist. They come from 

$13.00 upwards. They are 

movable, stand on the floor, and 

Ta aM a 2 

closets. Every bit of space can be 

utilized. The lower part can be 

devoted to tin-lined drawers, a 

Vag Ny Tae ae ae 

They can hold flour, bread, cake, 

UU aap YUL 

might get at. Even the doors are 

lined with tin, and when closed 

it is a neat bit of furniture.” 

—FROM “THE UP-TO-DATE KITCHEN, ” 

AMERICAN COOKERY, JANUARY 1916 

Some competitors’ models were more 

like china hutches, for dishes rather 

than food. Cupboard doors might 

have etched, leaded, or pressed glass 

inserts. Clear-finished oak was a com- 

mon type, but oak or maple cabinets 

finished in white enamel were pop- 

ular, and later models were painted 

  

  

  

(often green) and even stenciled. Some 

early Hoosiers had a tin or zinc work 

surface, but fears over toxicity caused 

manufacturers to use porcelain-enam- 

eled steel by the 1920s. 

(NoTE: If you're visiting the 

largest Amish community in the world, 

in Holmes County, Ohio, go to Millers- 

  
  

  
burg to tour Yoder’s Amish Home, 

an educational farmstead.The kitchen 

has two original Hoosiers! [(330) 893- 

2541, yodersamishhome.com]) 

IT’S NO SECRET that the Hoosier is 

enjoying a revival in the current re- 

turn to the “unfitted” kitchen. They 

HOOSIER BUYING GUIDE, o!4 &new 
NEW 
Van Dyke's Restorers keeps 

cost and shipping rates 

down with a furniture kit for 

a deluxe Hoosier, selling for 

$1199: vandykes.com, (800) 558- 

1234 * Lehman's, the cata- 

log-sales company catering 

to farmhouses and Amish 

communities, sells two 

versions of a 1917-model 

Hoosier, regular and deluxe, 
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made today by Amish crafts- 

men of oak with a porcelain 

shelf, for $1595 or $2123 

plus freight: lehmans.com, 

(888) 438-5346 = R.J. Walters 

& Company in Spencer, 

Indiana, makes a variety 

of country cabinets and 

hutches as well as a classic 

Hoosier reproduction: 

countryfurniture4U.com, (812) 828- 

0867 = NR Hiller Design in 

Bloomington, Ind., makes 

the linoleum-covered 

work tables that usually 

accompanied Hoosiers: 

nrhillerdesign.com, (812) 825-5872 

REFURBISHED 
Charlie Hough of Blacksburg, 

Virginia, buys, restores and sells 

Hoosier cabinets [also those 

from Sellers, Napanee, etc.] 

as well as original acces- 

sories. Please contact him 

by email: chough@adelphia.net 

® Hoosier Cabinet Dot Com 

is an online antiques dealer 

with a changing array of old 

cabinets: hoosiercabinet.com *® 

Keep It Country Antiques in 

Arkansas authentically re- 

stores and offers for sale 60 

to 80 Hoosier-style cabinets 

every year: keepitcountry 

antiques.com, (877) 846-3565 

DANIEL MILNER FOR STAN HYWET HALL & GARDENS  



INSPIRATIONS FOR PERIOD HOME 
Origin of the NAME L'I V WRN G 

The term “Hoosier” has a checkered 

etymology. We'll ignore derogatory Vintage Style Plumbing 

associations and simply recall that Indiana's 

nickname is The Hoosier State—and that's 

where the Hoosier Manufacturing Company Hand Carved Corbels & Appliques 

started making these cabinets in 1899. Period Furniture & Lighting 

Most of their competitors were also located | 

Kitchen Decor & Accessories 

Period Hardware 
in Indiana. The word itself may be a slangy, 3 ‘ 1 

twangy contraction of “who's [thlere?”. Furniture Kits & More! 

Folk legend says that was the usual 

response when strangers knock-knocked | FEATURING 2); 000 ITEMS 

at the door of a pioneer’s cabin, back ON 312 FAB ULOUS PAGES 

in the days of the Indiana Territory. 

Dee this now 

OOSIER BEAUTY 
TODAY 

CALL FORA 
FREE CATALOG 
1.800.237.8833 

Ask For Code: 60146K 

    
ABOVE: This image of a later, paint- 

decorated Hoosier comes from the | 

Saturday Evening Post of November, 1928. 

OPPOSITE, TOP: The Hoosier cabinet at CHECK OUT OUR hxc 

the Tudor Revival landmark Stan Hywet Hall WEBSITE Bm tay le) b% 

in Akron, Ohio, has been in the kitchen | 
: ge www.vandykes.com 

since the house was built in 1916. | 

esegceeg 0 
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eee Clapboard Siding & or 
“ed Building Materials Thiusien STU FF” PAN Cor GLE 

| Incl. Antique Heart Pine 
and Hardwood Flooring Some people these days use an old Hoosier, 

stripped of bins and canisters and even doors, 
Quartersawing produces a 

  

vertical grain clapboard: as an attractive display cabinet for china. For 

* Twists and warps less most of us, though, the appeal is really the 
¢ Wears more evenly : 4 ‘ 
* Bonds paint and stain better neat-nick stuff: flour sifter, sugar dispenser, 

AAtso featuring... matching glass canisters, a carousel of spice 

Cabots Factory Finish™ jars, cookbook rack, recipe box, and on and on. Such items are 
, Exterior Pre-Finish for all , , : ; , 

I types of wood siding: highly collectible today and available in reproduction. ® KENNEDY HARDWARE 

Allows priming or finishing in Zionsville, Indiana, has an extensive line of Hoosier hardware and knobs, 
prior to installation 
with 15 year warranty: plus flour bins and sifters and tambour doors. They published Hoosier Cabinets, 

* Crack, peel and flake too, a wonderful little book full of old advertising, lore, and restoration tips: 
resistant 

© Washable kennedyhardware.com, (317) 873-1316. * LEHMAN'S of Dalton, Ohio, sells new 

* Non yellowing but very old-fashioned coffee and tea jars, a set of thick glass canisters, glass 
© No chalk washdown 

; © Paint film will not erode measuring cups, wood casters—and all the bins, grinder brackets, cookbook 

holders, spice carousels, etc., for restoration of antique Hoosiers: lehmans.com, 

poe Call, write or fax for (877) 438-5346. © VAN DYKE’S RESTORERS of Woonsocket, S.D., sells the hardware: 

Granville Free Brochure Manufacturing eh 90a7674747 knobs, hinges, brackets, and a Hoosier nameplate: vandykes.com, (800) 558-1234. 

Company Fax: 802-767-3107 ® ANTIQUE HARDWARE AND HOME sells Hoosier hardware, accessories, tambours— 
Established 1857 woodsiding@madriver.com     

PO Box 15 www:woodsiding.com and sheet zinc for the tabletop: antiquehardware.com, (877) 823-7567 = HOOSIER 

Granville VT 05747 CABINET DOT COM of Goffstown, N.H., is an online antiques dealer with a 

Circle no. 424 constant stock of original canisters and spice jars, original cabinets and parts, 

and Depression-era kitchenware. (No reproductions.) hoosiercabinet.com 

ONY Radiant ABOVE: Advertising from the 1905 catalogue of the Hoosier Mfg. Co., New Castle, Ind. 

NECK TTTE 

address the nostalgia, too, for“grand- _else, you can use them for storage.” 

mother’s kitchen.” Restorer Charlie Designed for multi-tasking, the 

Hough, who has been buying and _ __ Hoosier brought the storage pantry 

selling Hoosiers and related cabinets _ into the working kitchen. For decades 

for several decades, says the type is after the 1930s, pantries themselves 

a forerunner “of what we now think __ were considered “old-fashioned” and 

of as a baker’s cabinet, but with more turned into bathrooms or clothes 

refinements.” The popularity of the closets. Work counters and storage 

  

: . Hoosier then and now, he says, is cabinets moved into the kitchen 

5 Reasons Sosestone'l is s Better! “because it is a self-contained kitchen.” _ proper. So the Hoosier cabinet be- 
© Soapstone holds twice as much heat as metal. Houch attempts to find un- m nostalgic thi f 

© Soapstone heat is steady, even and comfortable. 8 P as oe 4 7 ae ig St the P am 
* Soapstone has a proven record of durability. touched examples and works to pre- = Now, just like the pantry, the Hoosier, 
¢ It has beautiful color, texture and marbling. fl orieinal b . eth 2 Face i 
© Variations in the stone make each stove unique. serve ali origina. aspects, ut repairs whether antique or repro uction, nas 

Plus, no power is required, so you can enjoy are often needed. He buys old parts made a firm comeback. + 
radiant warmth regardless of the weather! 

whenever he can find them, but re- 

anne ; EN lies on good reproductions from CATHERINE SEIBERLING POND   

  Address restoration-hardware companies, as always wanted a Hoosier, but her 

scion Aip well. “[Hoosiers] represents a ‘nice kitchen and pantries have run out of 
Woodstock Soapstone Co., Inc : E . . ; 

66 Airpark Rd., Dept.2966, West Lebanon, NH 03784 slice of Americana’,” he says.““They’re room. Her forthcoming book is entitled 
        www.woodstove.com beautiful, functional, and, if nothing In the Pantry [Gibbs Smith: 2007]. 

1-888-664-8188 
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from the ARCHIVES 

BY JUDITH B. TANKARD 

opay we have been spoiled 

by luscious color photographs 

of gardens taken in all sea- 

sons, from grand views to tiny details 

of individual flowers. But such images 

may rob us of our ability to see and 

think about gardens in their entirety. 

Even though photographs are con- 

sidered faithful records, they are quite 

capable of deceit. They may express 

only a fleeting moment, or they may 

have been taken from an angle that 

makes them appear larger than life, 

like those Cadillac ads of yesteryear. 

As I sifted through hundreds 

of historic images for my book 

NOVEMBER 2006 

Romancing the Image 

Gardens of the Arts and Crafts Movement, 

I found that they could help me tease 

out the history of a garden. True, we 

expect a certain degree of imagina- 

tion and artistic license in paintings 

and other works of art, but they can 

be revealing. Walter Crane’s evoca- 

tive watercolor of the gardens at 

Red House in 1907 captures the ro- 

mantic atmosphere lacking in staid 

black-and-white images of William 

Morris and his family decades ear- 

lier. Red House had seen many own- 

ers, including Charles Holme, the ed- 

itor of The Studio, who swept away 

the famous Morris interiors in pref- 

  
    TOP: The Lily Border at Great Tangley 

Manor, Surrey: a watercolor by Thomas 

Hunn, ca.1900. ABOVE: Walter Crane’s 

watercolor of the Muff family having 

tea on the lawn at Red House in 1907. 

erence for an oriental bazaar (he was 

a former buyer at Liberty’s). Crane’s 

painting depicts a lesser-known owner, 

Henry Muff, who bought Red House 

in 1905; he is seated in the well court 

with his wife Maude on a summer’s 

day. A long-lost moment of a famous 

house is revealed. 

Paintings of flower gardens came 

into their own in the early 1900s. 

COURTESY JUDITH B. TANKARD, 

GARDENS OF THE ARTS & CRAFTS MOVEMENT 
(ABRAMS, 2004) 

  

 



    

   
   
   

  

    

The pretty color renderings 

published in The Studio in 

the early 1900s show gar- 

dens from an architectural 

viewpoint, but most were 

highly romanticized. 

Thomas Hunn was one of the best 

at depicting specific plants, rather than 

an indistinct blur of color and tex- 

ture. His painting of the borders at 

Great Tangley Manor shows a color- 

ful mixture of delphiniums, phlox, 

iris, and several varieties of lilies, all 

neatly grouped in boxwood-edged 

borders, with the essential background 

hedging. The painting brings the gar- 

den to life in a way that neither a 

black-and-white photograph nor a 

garden plan could. In the contem- 

porary watercolor of Deanery Gar- 

den, a famous Lutyens and Jekyll gar- 

den of the early 1900s, the original 

  
ABOVE: Contemporary artist Fenja Gunn’s 

watercolor of Deanery Garden, Berkshire, 

designed by Lutyens and Jekyll in 1899. 

BELOW: The topiary gardens at 

Plas Brondanw, Wales: an ink drawing 

by Simon Dorrell, 2001. 

                    

     
ABOVE: Pencil drawing by F. L. Griggs of a house and garden in Kent, 1904. IVIIDDLE 

LEFT: An Arts and Crafts house and garden in Barnsley, published in The Studio, 1907. 
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MANUFACTURERS OF PERIOD 

LIGHTING FIXTURES & GLASS SHADES 

  

for a free catalog www.schoolhouseelectric.com or call us: 1-800-630-7113   
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Now signing specialty furniture resellers 

Prairie Loft offers an extensive furniture line for 

every room in the home, plus we have the largest 

selection of Prairie, Craftsman mirrors in the market today. 

630.762.3000 
1 West Illinois Street, Saint Charles, IL 60174   
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Ernest Gimson’s rural cottage 

in Gloucestershire: an engraving 

by F. L. Griggs. 

planting scheme is captured for a gar- 

den formerly known only through 

historic photographs and plans. 

Then again, renderings by Arts 

and Crafts architects often gloss over 

the plants at the expense of a Cadil- 

lac view of the house. In F L. Griggs’s 

rendering of a proposed house in 

Kent, the rectilinear garden parter- 

res, enclosed by hedging and pergo- 

las, emphasize the linearity of the 

house, but offer little definition of 

the plantings. Still, the illustration is 

important because it clearly shows 

the integration of house and garden 

so essential to the Arts and Crafts 

movement. 

A recent ink drawing of an 

Arts and Crafts garden in Wales draws 

our attention to the garden’s dra- 

matic clipped hedges and whimsi- 

cal topiaries in a way a photograph 

could not. We would be distracted 

by the lush greenness of the hedge 

in a color photograph. A pen-and- 

ink drawing hints at the garden’s 

mystery, just as Griggs’s engraving 

of Ernest Gimson’s cottage tells us 

all we need to know about the ro- 

mantic atmosphere. + 
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Wood flooring 
from the forests of Maine 
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eo A.E. Sampson & Son 
Maine's finest flooring mill 

g@ 800-769-6196 ~ 

www.aesampsonandson.com 
custom wood flooring milled for your lifestyle 
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PERMANENT, EMERGENCY OR WOOD RESTORATION 
REPAIRS MADE EASY WITH OUR COMPLETE LINE 

OF EPOXY PASTE AND PUTTY PRODUCTS. 

PC-Products™ — protective coating c0. (Since 1954) 
221 S, THIRD ST, ALLENTOWN, PA 18102 - PHONE (610) 432-3543 - FAX (610) 432-5043 

www. pcepoxy.com 
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decorator’s KNOW’*HOW 

  

No matter what time and 

gravity have rent asunder, there's 

a glue to put it back together. 

Goos, Glues, Greroyer é Fillers ERAT ete a 4 

OR EVERY BROKEN or rotted ma- 

K terial, there’s an appropriate 

substance that will bond it or 

re-create it; choose the wrong one, 

and the repair will fail, or even worse, 

further degrade the object in ques- 

tion. Choose the proper one, and no 

one will ever know that there was a 

problem. In the case of a recent dis- 

aster (a broken Eastlake pedestal de- 

molished by cats who have since been 

turned into guitar strings), I chose 

hide glue, one of the oldest adhesives. 

It yields an excellent wood-to-wood 

bond, but is also water-soluble and 

thus reversible. If, in the future, a mu- 

seum conservator wanted to restore 

the piece differently, he or she could 

do so without gouging out the old 

glue, as mere steam would undo my 

efforts. In addition to this advantage, 

while I was repairing this antique the 

excess glue from clamping could be 

easily wiped off without affecting the 

valuable original finish. 

Although water-soluble hide glue 

was perfect for restoring an antique, 

it would be improper for an exterior 

carpentry project, as moisture and hu- 

midity would cause the bond to fail 

quickly. To survive the constant on- 

slaught from the elements, the proper 

adhesive would be either a waterproof 

carpenter’s glue such as Titebond II 

Premium Wood Glue or a polyurethane 

glue like Gorilla Glue. The latter also 

offers the bonus of bonding well to 

other materials such as stone, making 

it an all-purpose adhesive. 

Had I been charged with re- 

pairing a non-porous material like 

glass or porcelain, two-part epoxies 

would offer the best choice. An ad- 

vantage to the quick-setting or 5- 

minute versions of these is that the 

pieces can be held in place by hand 

while the curing process occurs. This 

is especially helpful with irregularly 

shaped pieces that would be difficult 

to clamp. Glues and adhesives almost 

always create a much stronger bond 

when pressure is applied. In fact, with- 

out clamping, screwing, or nailing, 

the bond will often fail immediately. 

Another common furniture prob- 

lem is loose veneer. After contending 

with decades or centuries of humidity, 

these thin, ornamental sheets of wood 

often peel away from their solid sec- 

ondary wood [continued on page 58] 

FROM LEFT: A hot glue gun, the agent of delicate repairs to fabric and paper, from Arrow Fastener Co.; a perplexed homeowner 

contemplating a ceramic repair; and a familiar and surprisingly versatile adhesive, Elmer's Glue. 
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A ABATRON 

Restoration and Maintenance Products 
Specified by the U.S. Government, 

Architects, Builders and other Professionals. 

Abatron Restoration Systems meet and surpass the restoration and 
maintenance standards for wood, stone, concrete, metal, compos- 
ites and other materials. Developed and manufactured by Abatron, 
they are based on epoxies, urethanes, acrylics, vinyls, silicones, 
polyesters and other materials in wide ranges of viscosity, hard- 
ness, flexibility, thermal, chemical and mechanical properties. 

Examples of some of our popular products by category: 

Wood Restoration 
WoodEpox: structural adhesive paste and wood substitute, used 
in any thickness to fill, add or modify. It can be sawed, carved, 
machined, nailed, sanded, stained, painted.   

LiquidWood: liquid, penetrating consolidant for restoring strength 
and function to rotted or spongy wood. 

Both LiquidWood and WoodEpox permanently restore structures, 
windows, furniture, columns, frames, statuary, boats and most 
rigid surfaces, and impart water and insect resistance. 

Stone, Concrete, 
Masonry Restoration 
AboCrete: to permanently repair, resurface fill and bond drive- 
ways, floors, decks, swimming pools, most damaged rigid sur- 
faces, concrete, wood, metal and other surfaces. 

AboWeld 55-1: structural thixotropic paste to permanently repair 
or reshape stairs, statuary and vertical surfaces without forms. 

AboWeld 8005-6: to bond new poured concrete to old concrete 
and other surfaces. 

AboCoat and Abothane Series: protective coatings for floors, 
walls, tanks, tubs, boats. Water dispersions, solvent systems or 
100% solids. 

AboJet Series: for structural crack injection, in a wide range of 
viscosities and other properties. 

Structural Adhesives, Protective 
Coatings, Sealants, Caulks 
Wide selection for most environments. Meets specifications for com- 
posites, structural and decorative components indoors & outdoors. 

Moldmaking and 
Casting Compounds 
MasterMold 12-3: non-toxic polyurethane paste for flexible, large 
and small molds. Best for architectural components, column capitals, 
statuary, moldings, decorative and structural elements. Excellent elas- 
ticity, form retention and number of castings. 

MasterMold 12-8: liquid 12-3 to pour flexible castings. 

AboCast 4-4; pourable compound for rigid large and small molds 
and castings, from machinable tooling and patterns to castings of any 
size meeting most chemical/thermal/mechanical specifications. 

For FREE CATALOG ey oe 
call 1-800-445-1754 MasterMold makes molds of architectural elements in situ. 

Circle no. 192 

5501-95th Ave., Dept HH, Kenosha, WI 53144 USA Tel: 1-262-653-2000 

www.abatron.com ISO 9001/2000 Registered 

  

  

       



  

a Bil) 
Toughest 
Glue On 
Planet 
Earth: 

structures. While hide glue is preferable 

from a conservation point of view, car- 

penter’s wood glues and contact ce- 

ments also play an important role in 

veneer restoration. 

Working with veneer is tricky, 

as one has to get the new glue under 

the loose surface. If it’s just a small, 

loose corner, you can slip a drop of 

glue under with a razor blade. For 

large bubbles or flapping drawer faces, 

best leave it to a professional unless 

you have a fair amount of wood- 

working experience; a bad veneer re- 

pair is very difficult to reverse. 

For repairing loose furniture 

joints, especially the mortised or dow- 

eled joints of chairs, tightening prod- 

ucts such as Chair-Loc (available at 

building products and home stores) 

‘Product Cr 

actually make the wood swell, al- 

lowing the loose joint to tighten. 

A classic solution for a rotted 

window sill is an epoxy-based filler 

that allows the homeowner to build 

up a missing section without removing 

the trim piece from the structure. To 

use these, mix an activator with the 

filler, and wait while it sets up. There 

is usually an “open” working time of 

20 to 40 minutes, with a set time 

measured in hours. The new mater- 

ial is easily carved, sanded, and painted. 

Sometimes when working with 

rotted wood, only so much crum- 

bling material can be removed. In this 

case, after removing as much dam- 

aged/soft wood as possible, apply a 

wood hardener that can be brushed 

or poured into the punky wood to 

  
  EUS TERE AT al eta ali) 

Tiel lens 
Tape On 

Planet Earth. 
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TYPE For aie Teed Comments 

  

  

Hide glue Antique furniture, Titebond, Strong, but reversible; 
veneer, musical many others not waterproof 

instruments 

Carpenter's Interior woodwork, Elmer's, Perfect for wood to 
glue furniture Titebond, wood; waterproof 

others 
  

All purpose Interior/exterior, 

wood, stone, metal, 

ceramic, plastic, etc. 

Eclectic Products, 

Gorilla Glue, Liquid 

Nails, Loctite 

Waterproof, not 

reversible, requires 

sanding off excess   
  

Hot glue Paper, fabric 3M, Arrow 

Fastener Co., 

Titebond, etc. 

Good for delicate repairs, 

like lampshades; not 

structural 
  

Quick-curing Glass, china Abatron, Loctite, Sets in 5 to 15 minutes, 

  

  

  

  

epoxy PC Epoxy waterproof, not reversible 

Structural Filling/replacing Abatron, Resilient to elements, 
epoxy rotted wood and Epoxyheads, avoids removing/replacing 

missing masonry Minwax, entire piece, like a 

in place PC Epoxy window sill 

Wood Strengthening Abatron, Epoxy- Brush-on products can 
hardener/ decaying wood heads, Minwax, make punky wood 

consolidator PC Epoxy stronger than sound wood 

Plaster Re-bonding existing Big Wally Adhesive, _Injectible, flexible bonding 

adhesive plaster to substrate Larsen Products system for historic plaster 

Structural Bonding new Big Wally Various proprietary 
bonding concrete, stucco, Adhesive, products for specific 
agents plaster, drywall, etc., Larsen Products, applications 

to sound surfaces Liquid Nails 

or substrates  



Repairs with wood 

consolidants like 

LiquidWood from 

Abatron make it 

possible to rebuild 

rotted pieces 

of exterior trim 

in place. 

consolidate it and prepare it for bond- 

ing. Consolidators are excellent for 

rotted window sills and column bases 

where you want to avoid ripping out 

a major part of the building. 

Another handy product is con- 

struction adhesive, often referred to 

by a proprietary name, like Liquid 

Nails. These slow-setting substances 

usually come in a caulk-tube dispenser, 

and are invaluable for bonding wood 

to a variety of construction materials 

including wood, stone, wallboard, and 

synthetic trim.They provide a weather- 

tight seal and are best used in con- 

junction with screws or nails to pro- 

vide pressure while they set. 

When to call a professional? 

Judge by your own abilities and the 

value of the item. When in doubt, 

speak to someone “in the biz” such 

as an antique dealer, auctioneer, or 

conservator. Should you choose to 

work on a treasured piece on your 

own, remember one of the basic tenets 

of conservators: whatever repair is 

made should be reversible. + 

DAN COOPER, who has been in his share 

of sticky situations, often comes unglued. 

Sticky 

SOURCES 
® ABATRON (800) 445- 

1754, abatron.com 

Epoxies, wood 

consolidants, and fillers ® 

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS BY 

OUTWATER (800) 835-4400, 

archpro.com 3M prod- 

ucts, including hot glues, 

contact cements for veneers 

® ARROW FASTENER CO. 

(201) 843-6900, 
arrowfastener.com 

Glue guns and other 

fasteners. ® BIG WALLY 

ADHESIVES (802) 254-1330, 

bigwallys.us Plaster 

Magic, an adhesive for 

plaster repair * ECLECTIC 

PRODUCTS (800) 767-4667, 

eclecticproducts.com 

Adhesives, fillers and 

do-it-yourself products 

= EPOXYHEADS (866) 376- 

9948, epoxyheads.com 

Easy to use two-part 

epoxies ® GORILLA GLUE CO. 

(800) 966-3458, 

gorillaglue.com All- 

purpose waterproof glue 

® LARSEN PRODUCTS (800) 

633-6668, larsenprod- 

ucts.com Bonding agents 

for concrete, stucco, plaster 

*® LIQUID NAILS (800) 634- 

0015, liquidnails.com Full 

range of glues, adhesives, 

epoxies ® LOCTITE (800) 

562-8483, loctite.com 

Glues, adhesives, epoxies, 

and Sumo, a fast-setting all- 

purpose waterproof glue 

® MINWAX (800) 523-9299, 

minwax.com Wood hard- 

eners and fillers for repair- 

ing damaged or rotten 

wood ® PC PRODUCTS (610) 

432-3543, pcepoxy.com 

Epoxy consolidants, 

hardeners, and fillers 

® ROCKLER WOODWORKING 

AND HARDWARE (800) 279- 

4441, rockler.com Full 

range of hide and wood 

glues, epoxies, adhesives, 

and tighteners, including 

Chair-Loc * TITEBOND 

(800) 669-4583, 
titebond.com Proprietary 

woodworking glues, hide 

glues, contact cement 

® WOODWORKER'S SUPPLY 

(800) 645-9292, 

woodworker.com Hide, 

wood, quick-curing and 

structural two-part epoxies, 

hot glue, contact cement 
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      ¢ Woodworking © Leather \ ° Fabrics § »° Frag 
° Ceramics ° Metal ° Balloons ¢ Plastic: 

® 

pas Arrow Fastener Co., Inc., 271 Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07663 

Canada: Jardel Distributors, Inc., 6505 Metropolitan Blvd. East, Montreal, Quebec H1P 1X9 

United Kingdom: Arrow Fastener (U.K.) Ltd., Unit 5 ZK Park, 23 Commerce Way, Croydon CRO 4ZS, Surrey 
© Arrow Fastener Company, Inc. 

  
 



  
COLL OLAE Seeman 

INTERIORS 

  

AN EMPIRE SALON 

The talented David Boysel 

transformed a beige-box 

apartment into an elegant 

French-style retreat, using his 

decorator skills. (page 82) & 

PIONEER CRAFTSMAN 

Part of the restoration of this 

transitional house in Utah was 

a clever use of the space in the 

      

   
   

    

   

roof gables. (page 62) # 

MONTPELLIER HALL 

At a handsome 1840s villa 

in Britain, the classical terrace 

garden thrives, still with its 

original layout. (page 75) % 

  

PLAYING FOR TILE 

Batchelder-style, cuerda seca, 

tubeline, scenic, talavera: there 

are many types of art tile, from 

varied sources, and each maker 

has a signature. (page 88) @ 

EAST HAMPTON MODERN 

An architect and a novelist travel 

to Paris, and are inspired to build 

a new house in the early Modern 

style on Long Island. (page 68) 
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Restoration has maae 
~ 

this 1905 house in Orem, Utah, so 

appealing, it’s hard to believe it was 

once feared as “the spooky house”   

by neighborhood childrer 

    

“T LIKED THE CORBELS, the deep wrap- 

around porch, and how it sat on the 

big corner lot,’ Kelly Warnick recalls, 

“—T just loved it.” He and wife Shari 

were interested at first sight, even 

though the neglected house was 

shrouded in overgrown shrubs. The 

couple, who have five young chil- 

dren, searched for the out-of-state 

owner, who initially declined to sell. 

They called again a year later and be- 

came the new owners without even 

crossing the threshold, without a 

glimpse of the interior. 

The one-storey dwelling has el- 

ements from both the Victorian and 

Craftsman eras. It’s a turn-of-the-cen- 

tury look that Utahans, including 

Kelly, term “Pioneer Craftsman.” Orem 

started as a farming area with or- 

chards, canneries, and cash crops. 

LEFT: Shari and Kelly Warnick designed 

and executed the work on the house, 

including the landscaping. They’re 

pictured in the lushly planted rear yard. 

OPPOSITE: A covered front porch 

extends in both directions from the 

front door. A Victorian screen door on 

the south side opens to the kitchen. 
INSET: The Pioneer Craftsman house 

in Orem faces the corner of the lot. 

COURTESY THE HOMEOWNERS (OPP., INSET) 
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Quiet technology: the Heartland range is new; a Bosch dishwasher is disguised 

behind a false drawer; cabinets surround the Sub Zero refrigerator. 

brightens the original green wall color. OP 

White trim 

The front door opens to this room, 

which is both dining room and foyer (and piano room). 

When farmer and financier John 

Christiansen built the two-bedroom 

brick house, he owned the four blocks 

of pear and cherry orchards sur- 

rounding it. Kelly and Shari Warnick 

found that Christiansen had shared 

their enthusiasm for modern tech- 

nologies: he’d installed early indoor 

plumbing, built an early concrete 

foundation (18 inches thick!), and 

owned one of the first automobiles. 

The home remained in his family 

and stayed relatively unchanged from 

its last remodel in 1938 until 1991, 

when the Warnick family bought it. 

The Warnicks’ goal was to re- 

store the charming old details, yet re- 

engineer the house, going from knob- 

and-tube wiring to new mechanical 

systems, new plumbing, and today’s 

technology: surround sound, high- 

speed internet, expandable media, and 

security monitors. Regarding light- 

ing, Shari says, “We wanted to cre- 

ate the mood of an old house with- 

out the dim and dismal lighting. We 

retained the older light fixtures, but 

installed recessed cans on dimmers 

for different ambient needs.” 

The other issue was space. The 
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ABOVE: Inspiration came from the mix 

of Victorian and Craftsman influences 

in the house. The Warnicks designed the 

rose floral art glass transom and doors of 

the upstairs den, and its rectilinear, Arts 

and Crafts cabinetwork. RIGHT: Kelly 

designed this mosaic tile floor, which was 

laid by the experts who did the floors of 

the Bellagio Hotel in Las Vegas. 

basement contained a bomb shelter, 

a shower for the field hands, and stor- 

age; the attic was inaccessible. Their 

remodeling resulted in three floors 

of usable space. Bedrooms and a fam- 

ily room are upstairs; the basement 

now has a home office for the pair’s 

graphic-design and event-production 

business. During construction, the 

couple and two children lived here. 

The work was not quite finished 

when twin daughters arrived in 2000 

and then a son in 2001. 

Kelly Warnick acted as designer 

and contractor. His starting point was 

66 OCTOBER |NOVEMBER 2006   

the main level, where the goal was 

preservation. The rooms remain as 

they were, except for the restoration 

of a missing wall between parlor and 

dining room. The hallway still has the 

wallpaper it’s had since at least 1938, 

and the parlor retains its burgundy 

drapes. In the new kitchen, green 

walls and beige floors were taken from 

evidence of the original room. 

The Warnicks added an oak 

staircase for access to upstairs rooms. 

With some “gable tilting,’ the attic 

became a three-tiered addition. On 

the way upstairs, you come first to a 

  
family room and a bath; up three 

more steps and you're in a whimsi- 

cal bedroom; three more and it’s the 

“train bedroom,’ along with the mas- 

ter suite and den. From outside, the 

addition is seamless with its brick 

corbels and matching trim. 

Given the restoration of orig- 

inal features, all the new technology, 

and Kelly’s collection of restored cars 

(which includes Bobby Darin’s and 

Sandra Dee’s 1964 Lincoln Conti- 

nental convertible), John Christiansen, 

the man who built the house, might 

just feel at home here. + 

  

 



   

    

    

  

   

SADIE, the owners 

installed a stairway with a 

series of landings for three 

tiers of rooms. With the 

basement office, the house 

now offers twice the living 

space in the same footprint. 
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Wasted space is not an option in a big 

family. Kelly Warnick managed to incorporate 

a fireplace and a balcony (beyond the doors) 

in the master suite. Fireplace tiles were original 

to the house. The new oak stair leads 

to attic rooms. The main-floor hall linking 

two bedrooms retains floral wallpaper dating 

at least to the last renovation in 1938. 
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A trip to Paris inspired this couple to build a house in the vocabulary 

of the early Modern movement. It’s the winning entry in our 

Inspired By Contest. BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN | PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAN MAYERS 

  

  

    
, Maw i ei Es   

HE EFFECT is of an interior that moves found a secluded 1.1-acre lot on the edge of a forest pre- 

seamlessly into the coastal woodland surrounding _ serve off the village lanes. The site suggested an open de- 

it. Framed with mullioned steel windows and doors, its sign, and they initially envisioned a California Modern 

12 A-foot-tall glass walls soar. This new house was in- _ house. Then they paid a visit to 
i . ; ; L OPPOSITE: A 1940s com- 

spired by the famous Maison de Verre, built ca.1930 in Maison de Verre. mercial braes:chantelier joins 

Paris. Architect Michael Haverland and his partner, at- Built between 1927 and Modern Movement furnish- 

torney and novelist Philip Galanes, had grown to love 1932 by Pierre Chareau, the 798 including the pair of 
: : : : : turquoise Marco Zanuso 

the Long Island coastline and the charming village of “House of Glass” is an icon chairs, ca. 1950. Cichio, the 

vernacular, shingled homes. After years of renting, they of Modern design. Industrial apricot poodle, is only rarely 
this calm. ABOVE: The new 

house is on Long Island. 

Fast Hampton 
68 OCTOBER |NOVEMBER 2006 

decided to build a weekend retreat of their own, and elements, bare steel beams, 
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Architect Michael Haverland’s inspiration for his new 

house was Maison de Verre, the “house of glass” that 

was sited in a quiet Parisian neighborhood between 18th- 

century row houses. The Maison is considered one of the 

best examples of a house built in the International Style, 

an early version of Modernism. Developed in the 1920s 

and 1930s as a reaction to the excesses and historical 

borrowing of Victorian and Edwardian architecture, the 

International Style is characterized by a lack of ornament 

and straightforward, “honest” construction, along with 

basic rectilinear forms, large open interiors, and the use 

of glass with exposed steel and reinforced concrete. 

Maison de Verre was built for French gynecologist 

Dr. Dalsace, designed as part clinic and part private resi- 

dence by interior designer Pierre Chareau 

ee and architect Bernard Bijvoet. An open steel 

frame and floating concrete slab floors 

A support the structure. Lit by a floor-to-ceiling 

wall of glass blocks, the interior spaces 

are free-flowing with sliding walls and retractable steel 

and aluminum stairways on rollers, which allow access 

between floors. Truly a “machine 4 habiter” or machine 

for living, Maison de Verre is open for visits if you 

have made a reservation: A.P. Vellay—Dalsace, 

31, rue Saint-Guillaume, Paris 75007: 01 42 22 01 04 

See greatbuildings.com/buildings/Maison_de_Verre.html 

TOP: Inspiration came from Paris’s Maison de Verre, 

built 1927-1932 and now a private museum. —   
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rubberized floor tiles, and industrial lighting are juxta- 

posed with elements of traditional home design. The in- 

spired partners returned to New York and designed their 

own version: a “glass box” of exposed steel beams and in- 

sulated glass (rather than glass block as in Maison de Verre). 

Michael devised the architectural plans and Philip 

designed the interiors. The layout is pulled apart, with 

a patio, guest room, and garage distributed around the 

site and walls that extend from inside-out, making a se- 

ries of outdoor rooms as well as screening the neigh- 

bors. Generous roof overhangs keep the interiors cool, 

and cross ventilation captures the breezes. A blue lap 

pool extending across the front patio makes the house 

appear to float on its site. 

LEFT: A vintage George 

Nakashima table is paired with 

French chairs by Friso Kramer. 

The red sideboard is from 
Raymond Loewy. RIGHT: 

Michael Haverland (at left) and 

his partner Philip Galanes with 

Cichio in front of a salvaged 

wrought-iron gate. ABOVE: Oak 

pocket doors, ca. 1900, add age 

and character. The library is 

where Philip edited his recently 

published novel, Father's Day.     
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LEFT: A lap pool 

in front makes the 

house appear to float. 

BOTTOM: A living 

room corner has an 

angular steel fireplace 

inspired by a Jean 

Prouvé design. 

Florence Knoll arm- 

chairs, ca. 1950, were 

recovered in a period 

toile (printed cotton). 

A Little Tulip chair by 

Pierre Paulin still has 

its original knobby 

woven-wool fabric. 

  
TO SOFTEN the industrial 

in the wall starkness and add interest 

stucco suggest warmth and detail, architectural sal- 

vage was used throughout. 

and a feeling of age. The old parts and pieces, 

Salvaged materials in Michael says, bring a “for- 

the airy kitchen include _—_giveness” that can’t be du- 
plicated in new construc- 

tion. (And Cichio, their 

miniature apricot poodle 

milk-glass light shades, pup, is doing his best to add 

and a 1930s French to the patina.) The pair 

found a French country sink 

antique marble in the 

center island, ca.1900   
country sink. and vintage lighting on for- 

aging expeditions across the 

country.Victorian brass hardware softens black steel door- 

frames. Both bathrooms have vintage sinks, cup holders, 

and soap dishes (though the plumbing is new). Windows 

were cast from old factory-window profiles. The neutral 

palette was kept warm—woodwork color, for example, 

comes from the golden-oak finish on a pair of century- 
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   Rosewood Eames chairs sit around a 

breakfast table fashioned from an 

Eames table base with a new travertine 

top. The Edward Fields area rug is from 

the 1960s. Cabinets were enlivened 

with découpaged botanical prints.



  

wall lamps are a classic industrial 

Wall sconce shades 
are actually 1960s trivets; their 

play of light and shadow is 

striking in the hallway. The 

bedroom’s Anglepoise chrome 

English design of 1933. 

old pocket doors. Behind them, the library is furnished 

with a Jacques Adnet leather library desk, ca. 1940, and 

a Jean Prouvé Standard chair. That sort of complemen- 

tary juxtaposition works throughout the house. 

You know the design is going to be full of inno- 

vation even as you enter: the front door turns on an 

asymmetrical, off-center pivot hinge, and there’s a big 

Victorian brass doorknob in the center of the door. A 

short entry corridor opens directly into the central space— 

essentially a giant glass rectangle. Rooms are divided only 

minimally: a freestanding screen covered in a William 

Morris wallpaper divides the dining room from the 

  

THANK YOU +o tHe sponsors 
of our “Inspired By” Design Contest: Minwax 

(minwax.com), Rejuvenation (rejuvenation.com), 

and Crown Point Cabinetry (crown-point.com). 

They support the effort of O/d-House Interiors 

to publish the best in period design. 

eS 

REJUVENATION 
CROWNGDINT 

CABINETRY       
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TOP LEFT: The late Mary Kay’s Pepto- 

Bismol lounge chair has a place of 

honor in the bedroom, which is 

decorated in shades of pink and red. 

The baby-pink 1940s bedspread is 

chenille. ABOVE: Bathroom walls 

were covered with shop-painted, 

water-resistant panels of Masonite 

joined with mahogany battens for 

a nautical look. Next to the tub is 
a red-lacquered Fornasetti side table. 

kitchen, for example. Soaring ceilings are punctuated with 

dropped chandeliers. Floors are covered with chalk-col- 

ored Turkish travertine tiles and a collection of rugs. Che- 

nille drapery with under-curtains of a sun-block fabric 

can be pulled across the glass walls. 

Walls were stuccoed with a mix of grey concrete 

and brown local sand; the aggregate is exposed. Michael 

admits he was very pleased when some of the stucco 

began to exhibit stress cracks, as it gave the interior 

instant age. Furniture is a mix of Modern finds and old 

favorites. The open kitchen is defined by a freestanding 

island of salvaged white marble. Contemporary cabinets 

were dressed up with botanical prints, simply color- 

Xeroxed from a 19th-century horticulture book and 

découpaged on the doors. 

Striking and unexpected in the middle of a wooded 

glen, this house is more than an homage to its inspira- 

tion. It is a warm and personal environment. +
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tulips, announce spring. 

The pool beyond, stocked | 
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HE SEACOAST city’s popula- 

tion burgeoned with fash- 

ionable Londoners after the 

Prince Regent built his famous “Hin- 

doo palace,” Brighton Pavilion, here 

in 1817. Houses were built on the 

hills above the sea clifts—including, 

in 1846, Montpellier Hall, a 22- 

room Regency villa designed by ar- 

chitect Amon Wilds for Henry 

Smithers, Mayor of Brighton and 

ao) 

EWALKE 
a} 

owner of North Street Brewery. 

The handsome villa—classical 

and symmetrical, ornamented with 

Tuscan details—was built facing south- 

west towards the sea. To take advan- 

tage of the afternoon sun, a long gar- 

den set on a terrace was added at the 

back of the house. It was enclosed 

with a ten-foot-tall brick wall to pro- 

tect it from the often-vigorous ocean 

breezes. The design was straightfor- 

Ak
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Antique roses—with their incomparable colors and scents 

—are a favorite of gardeners, period and otherwise. No 

official cut-off date exists to define a rose as antique, 

but many people look to 1867, the year ‘La France’ was 

introduced. Antique roses are hardy, showy, and resistant 

to disease, unlike many of their hybrid cousins, most of 

which have lost their fragrance. Their fuller flowers and 

thicker foliage make antique roses better for massing as 

a background and for growing with perennials. They can 

form small bushes or hedges as well as ramble and climb. 

They make an inviting accent over a gate or arbor or 

trained on a trellis or even into a tree. Antique roses are 

survivors; they don’t require a lot of care. But be 

forewarned: once you start planting them, you can’t stop. 

OP: Straight beds of French marigolds, lobelia, and 

geraniums are colorful in June. Roses include pink 

‘Picasso’ and the dark red, hydrid tea rose ‘National Trust’. 

Cornflower bachelor’s button (Centaurea cyanus) is 

a blue accent. Nearly all annuals are raised from seed 

in the greenhouse. RIGHT: A rear balcony allows views 

of the garden terrace, seen here in early March. 
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ward: a central rectangle of lawn sur- 

rounded by paths and planting beds 

along the brick walls, with raised beds 

near the house and a small glass con- 

servatory at the rear. 

Over the years, trees were added 

for more protection from the wind: 

a white Indian horse chestnut (Aes- 

culus indica) as well as a red horse 

chestnut (A. carnea); a sequoia that’s 

now more than forty feet tall; a Wych 

elm (Ulmus glabra), which has hap- 

pily escaped Dutch Elm disease; and 

a large black mulberry (Morus nigra) 

that takes center stage. Mayor Smithers 

was partial to roses and planted over   250 varieties, from miniature climb- 

NGULAR TERRA ery ing Rosa ‘Nozomi’ to the largest of 

the rambling roses, Rosa ‘Filipes Kifts- 

  

DESIGN, WITH STRAIG 
gate’, which grows up to fifty feet 

WALLS AND CENTEREI NA HAS NOT and produces showers of fragrant 

IGNIFICANTLY SIN A ( white blooms each summer. Peonies   

  
ABOVE: The garden in March: it retains interest all winter owing to the architecture of the terrace and a half-dozen mature trees 

(including black mulberry, chestnut, and elm). TOP: Early June’s spring color comes from a bright-orange ‘Sunseeker’ 

or ‘Duchess of York’ half-standard rose flourishing in a pot, along with potted French marigolds. 
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TOP: Showers of blooms 

of the brilliant-red Camellia 

japonica ‘Mikado’ frame the brick 

terrace at the back of the house. 

ABOVE: (left to right) ‘Duchess 

of Marlborough’ tree peony; 

nodding white Clematis montana 

‘Albans’; tree peony ‘Cardinal 

Vaughan’; Episcopal-purple tree 

peony ‘Cardinal Vaughan’ and 

clematis and an old English rose. 

RIGHT: In June, sunlight 

is dappled on the brick terrace. 

A bronze torso by Neal Godfrey 

is surrounded by potted 

rhododendrons. 

is a guest 

house. Contact Roger Amerena, 

17 Montpelier Terrace, Brighton, 

East Sussex BNI 3DF, UK 

Tel.: 01273 203 599 
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range from the rosy-pink, double- 

blossomed ‘Sarah Bernhardt’ to the 

spectacular tree peony Paeonia suffru- 

ticosa ‘Duchess of Marlborough’ 

NEITHER THE LARGE HOUSE nor its ter- 

raced garden was significantly altered 

by subsequent owners. The property 

was purchased in 1953 by Miss Alwyn 

Beasely, who lived there until her 

death in 1983. She was a gardener 

who tended to the roses and peonies 

and enhanced the simple Victorian 

design without changing the layout: 

a serene koi pool in brick paving re- 

placed the center lawn.The house lay 

vacant for over two years until Roger 

Amerena, its current owner, bought 

it in 1985. By then the planting beds 

were suffering from neglect and choked 

with weeds. Particularly invasive wild 

onion grew through cracks in terrace 

paths. But the chestnut trees still 

bloomed each spring, roses clambered 

over the brick walls, and hardy pe- 

onies poked annually through the soil. 

Roger, who was already a member 

of the Royal Horticultural Society 

and a dedicated horticulturist him- 

self, oiled his pruning shears. 

Roger began by adding white 

lattice to the brick walls, extending



  
In the summertime, the rectilinear brick terrace garden is shaded by its ten-foot-tall brick walls and mature deciduous trees, several 

of them as old as the garden. Beds are planted with roses including ‘Pink Perpetual’, ‘Iceberg’ ‘Super Star’ and ‘Filipe Kiftsgate’ 

them another five feet to provide 

more surfaces for climbing roses. He 

added roses: fragrant Rambling Rec- 

tor ‘Shakespeare’s Musk’, renowned 

for its showy white flowers in July, 

and creamy-white ‘Felicite perpetue’. 

The rambunctious ‘Filipe Kiftsgate’ 

was allowed to climb and trail. 

The glass house at the south 

end of the garden was cleaned and 

reglazed, its occupants resurrected.An 

important pear tree introduced to 

England in 1820 from France, ‘Glou 

Morceau’, had survived, espaliered on 

the wall. Over several years, Roger 

dug, divided, and replanted all of the 

borders, introducing period-appro- 

priate plantings such as the semi- 

hardy, deep-salmon ‘Queen of Den- 

mark’ geraniums first used for bed- 

ding-out in royal parks in 1913. He 

grows his annuals each year from seed: 

dwarf ‘French’ marigolds, impatiens 

for the dappled shade, and Cam- 

bridge-blue mounds of lobelia.As the 

soil is quite alkaline, English camel- 

lias and rhododendrons, which re- 

quire acidity, can be grown only in 

pots. Roger keeps ten containers for 

spring and early summer color—in- 

cluding Camellia japonica‘Alba Plena’, 

one of the first to bloom with snow- 

white flowers in January. 

The half-acre garden occupies 

Roger’s time for a full day each week; 

he has, in addition, the assistance of 

two part-time gardeners. Best viewed 

from the raised balcony on the back 

of the house, the mature trees, brick 

paths, and pool provide form and vi- 

sual appeal during wintertime. Spring 

explodes with peonies, camellias, and 

pots of colorful tulips; by summer, 

bedding plants have been set out and 

color invades with sunny dwarf marigolds, 

geraniums, and, of course, all the roses. 

Come September, foliage takes over 

and the chestnut trees turn to rust 

and orange. That this garden flour- 

ishes after 150 years is a testament to 

good design—and good owners. + 
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ff 3 FLAMBOYANT imperialist 

Japarte exerted his influence on 

e turn of the 19th century, giving 

eHitects Percier and Fontaine relied on classical 

Greek and Roman motifs, but incorporated sym- 

bols of the imperial head of state: Napoleon’s 

monogram, his emblem (the bee), his coat of 

arms, and military motifs (trophies, swords). After 

campaigns in Egypt, obelisks and lotus leaves ap- 

peared. * During the Revolution, the grand 

chateaux had been stripped bare; Napoleon was 

determined to restore French grandeur. He gave 

support to workshops and industries, schools and 

ateliers, and in the short span of a decade re-es- 

tablished France as the leader in design through- 

bois de citron or lemon wood, hazelnut, and 

“dawn.’) © Artisans in Lyon began producing 

higher quality textiles. Often loosely draped to 

seem “antique,” walls were festooned with silks 

and satins, accented with tassels and trims. Printed 

cottons or toiles gained popularity for their sto- 

rytelling, the most famous manufactured at 

Oberkampf’s factory in Jouy with subjects rang- 

ing from mythology to opera and contempo- 

rary events. Napoleon’s support of the Aubus- 

son and Savonnerie workshops resulted in in- 

tricate rugs executed in bold and colorful de- 

signs of flowers and swans and peacocks. The 

military tent was another popular decorative de- 

vice during the Empire period, alluding to cam- 

paigns in Egypt and Italy. Tented rooms were 

Du Style d’Empire 
out Europe. His timing was per- 

fect, as the Industrial Revolu- 

tion had given rise to a new 

middle class eager to display its 

growing wealth. * Wishing to 

renew the pomp and ceremony 

of the court, Napoleon em- 

phasized strict etiquette and 

thus furniture became stiff and 

formal. Chair arms were carved 

with animal heads: sphinxes, ea- 

gles, griffins, or lions. Fauteuils 

en gondole, low armchairs often 

with arms in the form of swans, were designed 

by Percier and Fontaine and made by the 

Fréres Jacob. Sleigh beds were elaborately draped 

with half-testers and canopies of heavy silk and 

damask. Acid yellow and royal purple, and red 

and green with gold, were favorite color com- 

binations. (Empress Josephine’s official colors 

were more refined, reflecting her love of nature: 

  

by Brian D. Coleman 

de rigueur after Percier and 

Fontaine set one up as the en- 

trance veranda to Malmaison, 

Napoleon’s country chateau, 

where his Council Room was 

also draped in blue and white 

tenting. * French architects and 

artisans were sent throughout 

Europe and to the United States 

to work in the approved Style 

d’Empire. America long had 

been enamored with the French, 

and LEnfant’s designs for the 

new capital of Washington, D.C., popularized 

formal classicism. Americans had little interest 

in bees or emblems of Napoleon’s might, but 

chair arms with swan carvings and furniture with 

chimera feet did enter into the vocabulary. + 

Suggested reading and a main source for this essay: 

Empire, by Madeleine Deschamps (Abbeville Press). 

OPPOSITE: Gilded swans embellish the arms of elegant fauteuils in a French Empire parlor in Boston. 

Chair fabric is "Napoleon Bee" blue silk from Scalamandré. ABOVE: Recently offered by Singer Galleries, 

the mid-19th-century marble and bronze doré clock is adorned with classical wreaths. [singergalleries.com] 
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RENCH EMPIRE Style is not the 

first that comes to mind when you 

hear of a third-floor walkup in 

San Francisco. But then David 

Boysel is not your typical tenant. A 

professional decorative painter and 

artist specializing in period restora- 

tion, David moved into the 750- 

square-foot apartment in 1990. It was 

a beige box, but that 

didn’t deter him.The 

1894 building has 

good proportions, 

ample storage, and 

original details that 

include a sunny bay 

window. David un- 

packed his paint 

brushes to transform 

the bland space into 

LEFT: Italian silk 

drapery is arranged in 

formal swags in the 

sitting room’s window 

bay. Furniture includes 

a suite of rare, 

Charles X chairs and 

settee. The needlepoint 

rug is a copy of an 

early-19th-century 

original. ABOVE: The 

trompe l'oeil frieze is 

made of wallpaper. 

an ode to his favorite décor: the French 

Empire style of the 19th century. 

Although Americans have a ten- 

dency to call any formal classical de- 

sign “French,” Empire style is a spe- 
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cific one, associated with the reign of 

Napoleon I (1803-1815). It is marked 

by traditionally classical motifs that have 

been embellished with Napoleon’s im- 

perial marks: his monogram; the bee 

(his emblem); military themes such as 

trophies; and, after his successful cam- 

paigns in Egypt, sphinxes, and lotus 

leaves. Another revival of French clas- 

sicism occurred in the late-Victorian 

last quarter of the 19th century, dur- 

ing the reign of Napoleon III. This re- 

vival was marked by a more eclectic 

approach, combining French classicism 

with Aesthetic, Reformed Gothic, and 

other design movements of the time. 

David started in the long, nar- 

row hallway, refinishing the institu- 

tional white Lincrusta wainscot in a 

two-tone terra cotta glaze to empha- 

size the embossing. He added mould- 

ing in the French taste above. He found 

neoclassical furniture like an inlaid and 

ebonized Napoleon III display cabi- 

net—which David quickly filled with 

German porcelain portrait busts (very 

LEFT: Obelisks, classical busts, and 

alabaster urns fill a French mahogany 

armoire, ca.1850. Plaques of the Four 

Seasons are of plaster, painted and 

gilded to imitate marble. BELOW: David 

remade the Swedish tall-case clock. 

   



  
    

  

The artist restores 

DONY/NI TONW/ER Kt }X\Y } tk 
m™ FVN N i\/Z7 WLAN 

| / \P PN 
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i LJ iv Y San Francisco 

By the late 1990s, this lobby 

in the Crown Tower apartments 

had been painted flat yellow; 

the downtown building had gone 

co-op. It was built in 1926 in 

the popular English Tudor style, 

and fortunately much remained: 

poly-chromed, wrought iron 

stair rails, a brass répoussé 

chandelier, handsome arched 

and coved ceilings and door 

openings. David Boysel was 

called in to restore elegance. He 

executed a backdrop of trompe 

l'oeil walls to give features extra 

punch. The “blocks” include 

three shades of peach and trim 

is painted in three tones of grey. 

David followed instructions in 

a 1920s paint book to prepare 

a subtle over-glaze in umber. 

Some residents insist the 

walls are made of stone. 

LEFT: David Boysel [top] was 

called in to restore this 1926 

apartment-house lobby. He kept 

original features and fixtures and 

added the trompe l'oeil paint treat- 

ment that mimics stone blocks. 
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ABOVE: Imperial touches transformed the bedroom. Velvet curtains flow from a Victo-   
rian French Empire Revival cornice that David restored and gilded. The needlepoint 

bell pull near the corner is a typical Victorian accent. LEFT: The bathroom wainscot 

has mica fleurs-de-lys and a faux stained-glass window. Antique prints, an oil bracket 

lamp from a railroad car, and a Swedish sunburst clock complete the room. 

popular during the period) and an 

ample stash of cartes de visite. 

The sitting room is the main 

room of the apartment.A paper frieze 

sets the classical tone on walls finished 

with an umber wash over rough plas- 

ter; the ceiling is white, as was the 

custom for formal French interiors. 

The suite of Charles X parlor furni- 

ture, made ca.1830 in a style perhaps 

popularized by Queen Hortense of 

Holland (Empress Josephine’s daugh- 

ter, who was adopted by Napoleon 

I), is relatively rare with its carved dol- 

phins and classical silhouettes. As there 
  were only three pieces—the settee and 

two side chairs—David, with the help 

of his partner Mario Donoso, made 

two armchairs, carving them of ma- 

hogany, and then finishing, gilding, 

and upholstering them so expertly that 

it’s hard to distinguish them from the 

originals. One wall is covered with a 

seven-foot-tall oil painting that David 

copied from a museum’s mid-19th- 

century still life. He reproduced the 

ornate frame from casts he took of 

the original. (The frame comes apart.)  



A set of Old Paris 

dessert dishes 

adds color to the 

kitchen shelves. 

David combed local 

antiques shops and 

malls for several 

years to accumu- 

late the set. 

The simple bedroom was given 

an imperial air, with gilded picture 

rails, an ornate crystal and gilt Eng- 

lish Regency chandelier, and heavy 

damask swags and tails worthy of 

Versailles draped at the windows. A 

damaged but still grand Napoleon III 

gilded cornice cost $4 at a tag sale; 

David recast the missing details, regilded 

it, and mounted it above the drapery. 

The antique painted window shades, 

popular for screening street views in 

urban Victorian parlors, are rare. French 

furniture in the room includes an 

ebonized birch bed (ca.1860). 

David applied his talents even 

in the bathroom. He fashioned a 

“stained-glass window” from vinyl 

window film. He added pizzazz to 

the clawfoot tub by aluminum-leaf- 

ing the feet and grain-painting the 

sides in chevron panels. He painted a 

tri-color wainscot on the walls using 

a ragged finish, popular in the 1920s 

(when the bathroom was likely added). 

Fleur-de-lys patterns were stamped 

in the panels using a mica emulsion. 

The kitchen has a fresh coat of 

  

paint, period appliances, and flea- 

market finds. The G.E. refrigerator of 

ca. 1920 (with a replacement wartime 

1943 compressor on top) was dis- 

covered in a alleyway pile of debris. 

Collections hung on the walls in- 

clude period annunciators (servant 

call boxes), boarding-house signs warn- 

ing against misbehavior and pilfer- 

age, and vintage photos. 

Imperial, yes, but intimate, too, 

the apartment is a French Empire 

salon on a budget, owing largely to 

the paint brushes of the occupant. + 

  
ABOVE: The nondescript kitchen was enlivened with corner brackets, a vintage refrig- 

erator and stove, and period appliances. LEFT: David refinished the ca. 1820 dresser 

and old clock and he reworked the imitation Argand lamps to make them look authentic. 
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RT TILE IS ARTISTIC. T 

finished with imaginative glazes. You might believe that all art 

tile is handmade from start to finish, but given the state of the 

American art-tile scene, that would be an erroneous presump- 

tion. “I think ultimately, the definition of art tile is different 

for everybody,” says Kristin Powers. She and her husband 

Stephen are the owners and designers at Trikeenan Tileworks, 

one of the larger art-tile manufacturers in the country. 

Just as tiles made by an individ- 

ual artist show an artistic signature, 

quality art tile usually has a look that 

is immediately recognizable as charac- 

teristic of its maker. Trikeenan, for in- 

stance, is known for the slight color 

shifts in each of its glaze colors, de- 

pending on how the glaze is applied. 

“We still get calls from people who say, 
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tile. Beautifully 

  
Diamond-shaped 

rhomboids from Trikeenan’s 

Elementals collection (paired 

with Victorian Garden deco 

tiles) display slight variations 

in color and surface texture, 

revealing the touch of human 

hands. RIG Motawi's 

6”x 6” Tapestry Wallpaper 

tiles intersect to create 

drama in a bathroom. 

maker you talk to— 

manufacturer 

JUSTIN 
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       TILE-ISH TERMS 
BATCHELDER STYLE Thick, 

hand-carved relief tile in 

earthy glazes produced by 

California tilemaker Ernest 

Batchelder (Claycraft and 

many others in California 

made tile in a similar vein). 

BLACKWARE A Native 

American firing technique 

that impregnates the surface 

of clay with black soot and 

can be polished to a sheen. 

CUENCA Technique in 

which raised ridges create 

separate basins for the 

application of glaze. 

CUERDA SECA Flat, “dry 

line” technique that allows 

for separation of different 

colors of glaze. 

DECO Tilemaker’s term for 

decorated tile that features 

distinct patterning or relief. 

FIELD Usually a flat tile, 

which can be finished with 

   

        

    

  

any color, glaze, or an effect, 

like a crackle finish. 

HISPANO-MORESQUE Tile that 

blends historical Spanish 

and Islamic design influ- 

ences; popularly interpreted 

by Southern California tile 

makers in the 1920s and 

305 (e.g., Malibu, Catalina). 

SCENIC A tile that displays 

a vignette, such as a land- 

scape or figure (e.g., a 

knight on horseback); can 

         
   

be part of a mural or panel. 

POLYCHROME Tile with 

multiple, distinct 

applications of color. 

TALAVERA Intricate, 

hand-painted Spanish tile. 

TRIPTYCH a set of three panels 

(or tiles) framed together. 

TUBELINE, TUBE LINING Adding 
raised-relief decoration 

to a tile with the fluid 

application of clay. 

TOP: Hummingbird Mosaic from Meredith Art Tile is composed 

of uniquely shaped, interchangeable 6” x 6” tiles that come 

together to create a seamless border. ABOVE: (left and right) 

Tubelined tiles from Duquella Tile; (center) a cast-bronze 

tile from Metaphor Bronze’s Epicurean line. 
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CARREAUX DU NORD (920) 553- 

5303, carreauxdunord.com 

Handmade Arts and Crafts and 

Prairie-style tile « CHARLES 

RUPERT DESIGNS (250) 592- 

4916, charlesrupert.com 

Arts and Crafts, Art Nouveau and 

Victorian tiles, including tubeline 

tiles and DeMorgan and 

Mucha designs « DEER CREEK 

POTTERY (530) 272-3373, 

deercreekpottery.com 

Historic designs by Julia Morgan 

plus Art Deco, Victorian, Hispano- 

Moresque tiles « DERBY POTTERY 

& TILE (504) 586-9003, 

Hispano Moresque-inspired Arts 

and Crafts tile, murals, mosaics 

e LESPERANCE TILE (518) 884- 

2814, lesperancetileworks.com 

Hand-pressed Victorian-inspired 

tile © MCINTYRE TILE (707) 

443-8866, mcintyre-tile.com 

Handmade artisanal tile, scenics, 

murals « MEREDITH COLLECTION/ 

IRONROCK (330) 484-1656, 

meredithtile.com Hand-crafted 

art tile in wide select of designs 

and colors » METAPHOR BRONZE 

(877) 907-8200, 

metaphorbronze.com 

Artist-designed relief tile in 

TOP: (from left to right) 

A Cedar Waxwing tile 

from Earth Wood & Fire; 

maple leaves from 

Metaphor Bronze; and 

a matte-glazed ginkgo 

tile and gloss winter 

ivy duo, both from 

Carreaux du Nord. 

» NATIVE TRAILS (800) 786- 

0862, nativetrails.net Hand- 

made Talavera tiles = NORTH 

PRAIRIE TILEWORKS (612) 871- 

3421, handmadetile.com 

Handmade art tile in Arts and 

Crafts and Prairie-influenced styles 

« PEWABIC POTTERY (313) 822- 

0954, pewabic.com Art tile 

in period glazes from a nonprofit 

Arts and Crafts original © PRATT 

& LARSON (503) 231-9464, 

prattandlarson.com Hand- 

painted artisanal tiles in exceptional 

range of colors and glazes ® 

RAVENSTONE (360) 379-6951, 

The Touch of a Hand 
MAKERS AND PURVEYORS OF ART TILE 

derbypottery.com Victorian 

patterned relief tile with tinted 

glazes © DESIGNS IN TILE (530) 

926-2629, designsintile.com 

Broad range of custom art tile in 

English and American Arts and 

Crafts traditions = DUNIS 

STUDIOS (830) 438-2996, 

dunisstudios.com Hand-cast, 

hand-painted artisanal tile « 

DUQUELLA TILE (866) 218-8221, 

tiledecorative.com Titbeline 

and cuerda seca tiles in Arts and 

Crafts, Art Nouveau, and Art 

Deco styles » EARTH WOOD 

& FIRE (715) 866-8410, 

earthwoodandfire.com 

Handmade blackware tiles 

e JMJ TILE (941) 383-5332, 

jmjtile.ccom California- and 

RIGHT: Beeline tiles 
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bronze, other metals » MOTAWI 

TILEWORKS (734) 213-0017, 

motawi.com Handmade decora- 

tive and cuenca-style Arts and 

Crafts and Art Nouveau poly- 

chrome tiles » NATIVE TILE & 

CERAMICS (310) 533-8684, 

nativetile.com Handmade 

decorative ceramic tile in the Span- 

ish, Mission, and Craftsman styles 

ravenstonetiles.com Art 

Nouveau and Arts and Crafts 

scenic and field tiles » REVIVAL 

TILEWORKS (760) 730-9141, 

revivaltileworks.com Custom 

murals and scenic tiles in the 

Batchelder style © ROCHEFORD 

HANDMADE TILE (612) 824- 

6216, housenumbertiles.com 

Handmade tile house numbers 

in classic architectural styles and 

ornamentation « RTK STUDIOS 

(805) 640-9360, rtkstudios.com 

Custom tile in the Malibu and 

Catalina tile tradition » SONOMA 

TILEMAKERS (707) 837-8177, 

sonomatilemakers.com Made 

to order art, metal, and glass tile « 

STONE HOLLOW TILE (715) 483-1742, 

handmadetileassociation.org/   

artists.htm Arts and Crafts 

artisanal tile « SUZANNE CRANE 

FINE STONEWARE (434) 973- 

7943, suzannecrane.com 

Stoneware tiles, murals, installations 

« TERRA FIRMA (803) 643-9399, 

terrafirmaarttile.com Hand- 

made stoneware tile in complex 

patinas and glazes © TILE 

RESTORATION CENTER (206) 633- 

4866, tilerestorationcenter.com 

Historically accurate reproductions 

of Ernest Batchelder tile, plus 

original designs = TILE 

SHOWCASE (617) 926-1100, 

tileshowcase.com Broad 

selection of artisanal tile « 

TRIKEENAN TILEWORKS (603) 

355-2961, trikeenan.com 

Artisanal tile manufacturer of 

innovative designs = URBAN 

ARCHAEOLOGY (212) 431-4646, 

urbanarchaeology.com 

Source for dozens of exceptional 

art tile makers «© WANDERING 

FIRE POTTERY & TILEWORKS 

(519) 273-6093, 

wanderingfirepottery.com 

Hand-pressed and -carved 

art tile » WIZARD ENTERPRISE 

(323) 756-8430, 

wizardenterprise.com 

Hand-produced art tile, 

made in small batches
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E aes: 
Encaustic & 

Geometric Floor 

Wall & Fireplace 

whi 

4 Indigo Run Drive #4021 

Hilton Head Island, SC 29926 

PHONE: 843.689.9151 © FAX: 843.689.9161 

EMAIL: djmalk@aol.com 

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND LITERATURE VISIT: 

www. Lile-Source.com   
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le & Ceramics 

47 SP RAS PS Owe 
te oy Nae @ le al 
Handmade decorative tile 

in the Southern Californian 

traditions of Spanish Mission 

and Craftsman styles... 

www .nativetile.com 

at (310) 533-8684 © 
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Wizard Enterprise has long been dedicated to delivering the highest quality 
handmade tile at exceptional value. Custom designs and color development 

are our specialty. Contact us for a qualified dealer in your area. 
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Wizard Enterprise 

323.756.8430 * www.WizardEnterprise.com 
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L’esperance Tile Works 

  

Arts & Crafts to Victorian. 
Visit us online to find our new gift tiles. 

www.bungalowbill.com 

Antique American, 

European and Modern tiles, 

North Carolina pottery, and 

other decorative objects. 

More than great tiles. 

GREAT STYLE!        www.lesperancetileworks.com PO BOX 1152 FAIR LAWN, NJ 07410 @ (P) 201-791-3521 ™@ (E) info@bungalowbill.com 
  

Circle no. 165 
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COE STUDIOS 
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING 

  

  

Laura McCaul’s 

first commission 

resulted in this 

fireplace surround 

in her signature 

blackware finish. 

The owners 

“were willing to 

take a risk and 

gave me free 

rein,” says Laura. 

  

Solid Bronze 

Outdoor Lighting 

Versatile - Elegant - Durable 

Custom Designs 

Available 

CoeStudios.com 

510.527.2950       

° ° 

D> GRAHEY, 
Setting the standard 
for traditional tilework   Sey Arse bret Cweeye 
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‘this doesn’t look exactly like the tile 

that I ordered; ” Powers says. “Subtle 

variations are what we're known for.’ 

Everyone agrees that art tile in- 

volves a certain amount of handwork: 

in the initial design, in the forming 

of the tile and its execution, and 

especially in glazing and finishing 

techniques, which can range from 

simple glazing to hand-burnishing. 

The importance of good de- 

sign can’t be overestimated, whether 

you are intrigued by pattern, surface 

texture, glazing, or some combina- 

tion of the three. Some companies 

are known for their historical inter- 

pretations. Tile Restoration Center, 

for example, expertly re-creates the 

look, texture, and earthy glazes of pe- 

riod Batchelder tiles. Duquella Tile 

has made a specialty of tubelining, a 

technique that creates colorful, highly 

graphic patterns using a very old tech- 

nique. Other companies are known 

for their glazes; a good example are 

the lustrous, almost creamy glazes typ- 

ical of Carreaux du Nord. 

Still other makers are experi- 

menting with materials not histori- 

  
made by 

| artist show 

an 

quality art tile usually has 

a look that is immediately 

recognizable as character- 

istic of its maker. 

cally associated with tile—notably 

bronze, which lends itself to crisp de- 

finition and extraordinary patinas that 

range from deep brown to a flame- 

like verdigris blue. Most tile artisans 

offer custom options, especially in 

terms of glazes and color combina- 

tions. Since so many of their customers 

want unique installations that are only 

possible when working with an art- 

tile maker, many companies excel at 

site-specific designs, like backsplashes 

and fireplaces. “People need help fig- 

uring out where to put the tiles,” says 

Cyra Duquella, owner of Duquella 

Tileworks.“‘How do you work around 

all those electrical outlets?” 

While a tile that’s hand-pressed 

in an individ- [continued on page 94]
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M. TEIXEIRA SOAPSTONE 

North America’s Most Bliable SS Flay 

SOAPSTONES.COM 
Pleasé call us for more information 

| New York Area: 
Toll Free: 877 478 8170 

Fax: 201 525 0069 

TEC ECO es 
WICC ae aks 

UPI elt 
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New from Meredith Art Tile 

  

Water Lily 

  

  
     
  

330.484.1656 Fax: 330.484.9380 

  

Meredith 

www.meredithtile.com 

  
  

WIDE PLANK FLOORING 

The original source 

of wide plank floors 

since 1966. Family, trust, 

quality. A wide variety 

of design options to fit 

any style of home and 

any budget. Call for 

your free portfolio. 

800-595-9663 

Finely crafted. ‘Trusted for generations.   OIE ere raed       

Circle no. 25 

www. wideplankflooring.com 

  

Circle no. 91 
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Duacffferleof 
ORIGINAL HANDMADE ART TILES   

    
    

    

Ceramics 

Glass 

Mosaics 

Bricks 

Online Catalog 

Distributor/Showroom List     830-438-2996 * dunisstudios.com 
  

Reproduction of American 

Arts & Crafts Tiles 

3 

Tiles for Fireplaces, Fountains, 

and More 

New Catalog Available! 

Phone (206) 633-4866 Fax (206) 633-3489 

3511 Interlake Ave N Seattle, WA 98103 

www.tilerestorationcenter.com   
Circle no. 784 
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here is also an 

intangible quality about 

art tile 

that makes it a sought-after 

collectible. Perhaps not 

surprisingly, tile makers large 

and small have developed a 

booming side business in tiles 

as miniature pieces of art. 

ual mold is likely to have more hand- 

worked characteristics than tiles made 

in larger batches on a hydraulic press, 

most makers acknowledge that there 

has to be some concession to pro- 

ductivity and quality control, espe- 

cially for larger jobs. Both methods 

involve hand work, however. Some- 

one must press the clay into molds 

or man the press, then remove the 

tiles and examine them for flaws be- 

fore they are fired. 

This is in sharp contrast to com- 

mercial tile manufacturing, where ab- 

solute consistency is the desired stan- 

dard. “In the most modernized sys- 

tem of tilemaking, hands do not touch 

the tile at all,’ says Nawal Motawi, 

the founder and co-owner (with 

brother Karim) of Motawi Tileworks. 

The touch of the hand is most 

evident in finishing techniques, be- 

ginning with the application of glazes. 

Tiles can be hand-dipped, painted, 

squirted with glaze, or they can re- 

ceive the glaze as a spray. Glazed and 

fired tiles can be subjected to addi- 

tional treatments, from buffing to 

blackening or aging techniques. 

The end result should be a tile 

that is as functional as it is attractive. 

“You have to meet that standard that 

  
The thick, hand-molded stoneware 

tiles from Meredith Art Tile’s Trillium 

series (named for an American 

wildflower) are made using hand- 

carved molds and hand-applied glazes. 

sets it apart, but also makes it easy to 

use, easy to understand,” says Tri- 

keenan’s Powers. “And when it’s in- 

stalled, you are able to stand back and 

say, ‘THAT is really beautiful’ ” 

There is also an intangible qual- 

ity about hand-fashioned art tile that 

makes it a sought-after collectible. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, tile makers 

large and small have developed 

a booming side business in tiles 

as miniature pieces of art. “I put 

hangers on all my tiles so they can 

be hung individually,” says Laura 

McCaul of Earth Wood & Fire. 

“Tt’s art and it’s actually afford- 

able art,’ seconds Motawi, whose web- 

site offers a by-the-piece tile shop. 

“It’s rich and it’s not easily destroyed. 

It can even hang in the bathroom.” 

Essentially, art tile is as much 

about craft as it is about appearance. 

“Every piece is different,” says Pow- 

ers.““That’s really what it’s all about.” +



  

DUQUELLA 
TILE 

HANDCRAFTERS 
OF 

TUBELINED TILE 

www.tiledecorative.com 

toll free 866-218-8221   
Circle no. 413 

Carreaux du Nord 

carreauxdunord.com 

920 553 - 5303 

  
Circle no. 68 

STANDARD No. 17: Each board goes through 
more than 20 individual quality inspections. 

That’s just part of the story. 

  

MOUNTAIN Smet 
Where Every Floor Has A Story To Tell.‘ 

800.445.2671 mountainlumber.com   
Circle no.203 

      

it 
SINCE 

Ee 1917 

SHELDON SLATE PRODUCTS CO.. INC. 
     

         
   Producers of slate floor tile, 

: flagging, structural slate and roofing, 
- monuments and slate inks SS 

Monson, Maine + 207.997.3615 
Middle Granville, New York « 518.642.1280 

Circle no. 134 
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designer SPECS 

From cork to bamboo, 

stone to strip flooring, 

the 20th century 

arguably has given us 

the broadest choices in 

flooring of any era. 

BY DAN COOPER 

   

   

      

   
   

   

The Variety of zoth-Century Flooring 
O MOST OF US, a 20th-cen- 

tury floor means vinyl. But 

it was a pretty long cen- 

tury—one hundred years, in fact— 

and 20th century flooring can mean 

everything and anything from linoleum, 

cork, and vinyl to stone, terrazzo, 

and concrete, not to mention hard- 

wood strip flooring and the latest 

in so-called “green” woods: sustain- 

ably harvested bamboo and river- 

recovered pine and cypress. 

Linoleum, a mixture of pow- 

dered cork and linseed oil, is a clas- 

sic flooring material: appropriate in 

any home built between about 1890 

and 1930, and a chic interpretation 

for Modern or even Fifties Ranch 

houses looking to go upscale. Con- 

temporary cork manufacturers offer 

the material in tiles or sheets, in mix 

and match colors that lend them- 

selves to patterns. 

Linoleum’s cheaper cousin is, 

of course, vinyl. Vinyl patterns not 

only have the benefit of being in- 

expensive (even attractive vinyl 

patterns can cost less than $2.50 per 

square foot), but also are available 

in colors and striated patterns that 

used to be found only in period 

linoleum and (now-obsolete) as- 

bestos tiles. If your home was built 

in the 1950s, vinyl is a truly authen- 

tic flooring material, appropriate for 

use from the rec room to the kitchen. 

(Tip: Manufacturers are saving the 

good stuff for their commercial clients; 

where residential patterns are only 

surface deep, commercial-grade vinyl 

patterns usually go straight through 

the tile from top to bottom.) 

While the current fetish for 

stone floors has its historical an- 

tecedents (largely medieval and 

Roman), there is one style of stone 

flooring that is true to the 20th cen- 

tury: terrazzo. Terrazzo—invented 

about 500 years ago in Venice—was 

the flooring of choice in the Florida 

building [text continued on page 100] 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Manufacturers are creating vinyl and linoleum in vibrant, period-friendly patterns and colors, like these from Linoleum 

City; T. Morton & Co. creates custom hardwood floors from emerging and reclaimed woods; cork is a naturally renewable material. 
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COURTESY APCOR (PORTUGUESE CORK ASSOCIATION) (RIGHT) 

 



  

  

nduls 
you 

seriously fun floors...naturally 

Environmentally responsible flooring 

that is anti-static and easy to clean. 

Now available in click panels 

and squares for an easy, 

    

rsenses 
“glueless” installation. 

Marmoleum click offers natural warmth, 

quiet comfort underfoot, and a 25-year 

warranty. Our innovative new finish, 

Topshield, ensures a highly effective 

shield against dirt and scuff marks. 

Express your individuality. Create your 

unique, healthy, hygienic home with 

Marmoleum click! 

naturally... colorfully... 

creatively... and easily yours 

Marmoleum click is available in 18 colors. Panels: 

12”x 36” (approx.) Squares: 12” x 12” (approx.) 

Learn more or find your local dealer: 

www.themarmoleumstore.com 

1- 866-MARMOLEUM (627-6653) 

creating better environments FRadbe     

Circle no. 121 

  

  

pene THLE COMPANY, IN 

The nation’s premier source 
of high quality hand-made 

ceramic tiles. 

McIntyre Tile Company 

PO Box 14, Healdsburg, CA 95448 

707.433.8866 

i, 

  

www. mcintyre-tile.com     

    
Circle no. 763 

FLOORING PANELING WAINSCOTING 

WIDE BOARDS FOR FINE WORK 
Whether you’re an architect, a builder or a humble homeowner, 

we provide wide pine and native hardwood boards custom milled 
for your historic restoration, renovation or new building projects. 

PINE TO 30" WIDE OAK TO 18" WIDE 

Cratts CRAFTSMAN LUMBER 

l } i } I i COMPANY, INC. 

BOX 222, 436 MAIN ST. 

GROTON, MA 01450 

LUMBER COMPANY |'978.448.5621 
FINELY MILLED SINCE 1974 

      
   
  

       

u CRAFTSMANLUMBER.COM 

Circle no, 212 
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TRADITI ONAL WOO DS (Antique, 

reclaimed, river-recovered, traditionally harvested) A.E. SAMPSON & SON (800) 769- 

  

6196, aesampsonandson.com Hardwoods, pine = ANTIQUE & VINTAGE WOODS OF AMERICA (518) 398-0048, 

antiqueandvintagewoods.com Reclaimed pine, hardwoods © AUTHENTIC PINE FLOORS (800) 283-6038, authenticpinefloors.com 

Heart pine © BROAD-AXE BEAM CO. (802) 257-0064, broad-axebeam.com Eastern white pine = CAPE FEAR RIVER WOOD (910) 798- 

9663, capefearriverwood.com River-recovered pine, cypress ® CARLISLE WIDE PLANK FLOORS (800) 595-9663, wideplankflooring.com 

Old-growth pine, antique woods © CRAFTSMAN LUMBER CO. (978) 448-5621, craftsmanlumber.com Pine, oak, recycled heart pine 

® GOODWIN HEART PINE COMPANY (800) 336-3118, heartpine.com Reclaimed and river-recovered pine, cypress ® GRANVILLE MANUFAC- 

TURING CO. (802) 767-4747, woodsiding.com Traditional strip and plank ® J.L. POWELL & CO. (800) 227-2007, plankfloors.com 

Reclaimed antique pine = MOUNTAIN LUMBER COMPANY (800) 445-2671, mountainlumber.com Antique heart pine, hardwoods @ 

OLD WOOD WORKSHOP (860) 655-5259, oldwoodworkshop.com Salvaged chestnut, oak, pine = PIONEER MILLWORKS (800) 951-9663, 

pioneermillworks.com Reclaimed and responsibly harvested woods = RAMASE GENUINE OLD BUILDING MATERIALS (800) WIDE-OAK, 

ramase.com Wide-board pine; antique and vintage wood ® SYLVAN BRANDT (717) 626-4520, sylvanbrandt.com Remilled pine, 

chestnut, oak = T. MORTON CUSTOM WOOD FLOORING (717) 209-8000, tmorton.com Traditional and reclaimed wood = WHAT IT'S 

WORTH (512) 328-8837, wiwpine.com Remilled antique pine 

BELOW: Soapstone tile from Green 

Mountain Soapstone. RIGHT: Authentic 

Pine Floors specializes in antique and aged 

heart pine floors. ABOVE: Knotty Caribbean 

heart pine from T. Morton & Co. 

   
STONE, TERRAZZO, CONCRETE 
ASHFIELD STONE (413) 628-4773, ashfieldstone.com Schist stone unique to the 

Berkshires ® FABCRETE (888) 547-7950, fabcrete.com Stains, patterns and sealers for 

concrete = GREEN MOUNTAIN SOAPSTONE (800) 585-5636, reenmountainsoapstone.com 

Soapstone slabs and tiles ® GREEN RIVER STONE (435) 753-4069, greenriverstone.com 

Natural fossil stone flooring = HERMOSA TERRAZZO (310) 376-6678, hermosati.com 

Terrazzo, including residential installations = KEMIKO CONCRETE STAIN (903) 587-3708, 

kemiko.com Stains that replicate the look of marble or glazed stone on concrete = 

M. TEIXEIRA SOAPSTONE (877) 478-8170, soapstones.com Soapstone tile and flooring 

= RMG STONE PRODUCTS (800) 585-5636, rmgstone.com Vermont slate = SHELDON 

SLATE PRODUCTS (207) 997-3615, sheldonslate.com Slate floor tile = TILE SHOWCASE 

(617) 926-1100, tileshowcase.com Natural stone, mosaics ® URBAN ARCHAEOLOGY 

(212) 431-4646, urbanarchaeology.com Natural stone and mosaic flooring = VENICE 

ART TERRAZZO CO. (210) 533-7231, veniceartterrazzo.com Terrazzo floors and counter- 

tops = VERMONT SOAPSTONE (802) 263-5404, vermontsoapstone.com Soapstone tile 
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LINOLEUM, 
CORK, VINYL. 
BAMBOO 
ARMSTRONG (877) ARMSTRONG, 

armstrong.com Linoleum, commercial 

vinyl tile = BAMBOO ADVANTAGE (877) 

226-2728, bambooadvantage.com 

Bamboo ® BIOSHIELD (800) 621-2591, 

bioshieldpaint.com Cork tile = ECO 

TIMBER (415) 258-8454, ecotimber.com 

Bamboo, reclaimed pine, sustainable 

hardwoods © FLOORS & SURFACES (800) 

810-9956, floorsandsurfaces.com Bam- 

boo, hardwood, stone = FORBO FLOORING 

(866) MARMOLEUM, themarmoleum 

store.com Natural linoleum in colorful, 

easy-to-install panels and squares ® 

LINOLEUM CITY (323) 469-0063, linoleum 

city.com Linoleum, cork, marbleized 

linoleum, vinyl ® MANNINGTON (800) 

241-2262, mannington.com Designer 

Essentials line resembles historic 

linoleum and vinyl tile patterns @ 

NOVA DISTINCTIVE FLOORS (866) 576-2458, 

novafloorings.com Linoleum floors and 

cork underlayment ® TERAGREN (800) 

929-6333, teragren.com Bamboo 

flooring, panels, veneer



  

PERIOD DESIGN, 
RICH WITH IDEAS 
COLONIAL, VICTORIAN, 

ARTS AND CRAFTS, REVIVALS... 

IN THE MIDST of gut-wrenching renovation, I planned 

my someday kitchen, imagined the period-style 

bathroom I would add, the leather chairs and wicker 

porch swing and Morris fabrics I would buy. Period 

design became my passion, which I share with you in 

the pages of OL_D- HOUSE INTERIORS. There’s noth- 

ing stuffy about decorating ILD-HOUSE 
      history, nothing to limit you. 

On the contrary, it’s artful, 

quirky, bursting with ideas 

I couldn't dream up on my 

most creative day. Armed 

with knowledge about the 

period and style of your 

house, you'll create a per- 

sonal interior that will stand 

the test of time ... an approach far superior to the fad- 

conscious advice given in other magazines. Join me. 

I promise you something different! 

ai 
IV 

\ PATRICIA POORE, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

TO ORDER: Use the postpaid order cards opposite, or 

call 800-462-021 1 and charge to Mc or visa. 

GiFTs: Your thoughtfulness remembered all year—fill 

out the gift card opposite or call the number above; 

we'll even send a card to announce your gift. 

OUD-H OUSE 
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The Only Magazine Devoted to Period-Inspired Home Design.  
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UNTIL IT’S FINISHED: 

The Highest Quality 

The Lowest Toxicity 

Polymerized Tung Oil Wood Finishes 
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Porous Stone * Formulated for 

Interior and Exterior Applications. 

SUTHERLAND WELLES Lrp® 
TOLL FREE 800-322-1245 

www.tungoilfinish.com 

FREE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO   
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“Lydia” 

Water Closet 
NEW! 1.6 GPF 

  

PLUMBING 
your 

ANTIQUE 
BATH 

Original & Reproduction 
Fixtures & Decor 

Hard-To-Find Parts 

BATHROOM MACHINERIES 
209-728-2031 * www.deabath.com 
495 Main Street * Murphys, CA 95247 

Quality and Service since 1976 
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ON-LINE CATALOGUE OF VINTAGE HOUSEWARES 

lems from the 1920's through the 1970's 
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reproduction vintage linens, cookie jars, Pyrex, 
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and much more! 978.877.8898 
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LEFT: Colorful 

Marmoleum tiles inset 

with accent blocks 

from Forbo Flooring. 

BELOW: Bioshield 

offers eco-friendly 

paints and cork tiles. 

Vinyl patterns not only have the benefit of being 

inexpensive, but also are available in colors and striated 

patterns that used to be found only in period linoleum. 

boom of the 1950s and Sixties. It’s 

composed of marble or stone chips 

embedded in concrete or cement, 

then polished to a durable sheen. 

Terrazzo is no longer inexpensive 

and it may be hard to find a quali- 

fied installer willing to do a residen- 

tial-sized job. Perhaps that’s why con- 

crete has become so hip these days. 

Embraced as a green material by the 

design cognoscenti (who often don’t 

realize it’s a problematic material for 

countertops), concrete floors can be 

smoothed, stained, and sealed to an 

even, long-lived finish. Just as walls 

can be patterned and layered with 

multiple finishes to create a unique 

surface, concrete lends itself to dec- 

orative patterns and finishes that 

approach the look of fine stone or 

marble. Other beautiful yet hard-on- 

the-dropped-dishware flooring sur- 

faces include stone and mosaic tile. 

Ironically, one of the greenest 

materials for 20th-century houses is 

actually wood. Remilled boards make 

an aesthetically appealing, ecologi- 

cally correct choice for a house with 

some age on it. These old-growth 

beams and planks in now-scarce species 

are reclaimed from demolished houses, 

barns, and factories. They are resawn 

into many desirable flooring prod- 

ucts, from wide-plank wormy chest- 

nut to “antique” oak strip flooring. 

In a similar vein, river-recov- 

ered woods are sawn from dense old- 

growth woods from felled trees that 

never made it to lumber mills after 

they were cut, settling to the bottom 

of rivers in areas logged a century or 

more ago. Preserved by water, they 

are an excellent source for hard-to- 

find woods like heart cypress. 

Perhaps bamboo will be the 

first historic flooring material of the 

21st century; in use for barely 10 

years now, it is widely popular and 

appealing as a “sustainable hardwood” 

(it grows to length in a single sea- 

son). Whether or not bamboo is a 

trend or an enduring material re- 

mains to be seen. Check this maga- 

zine in 50 years to find out. +
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__ IMGAINTANENCE FREE No rust or mildew 
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HISTORICAL REPLICATION Our unique 
ThermoVac Process for identical duplication 

PO Box 210 - Blanchard, LA - 71009 
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WARD CLAPBOARD MILL 
Est. 1868 

Vanufacturers of historical 
vertical grain clapboards 
Jor restoration and new 

construction 

P.O. Box 1030 Waitsfield, VT 05673 

802-496-3581 

www.wardclapboard.com 
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Make our wood’'s history yours 

We offer one of the most respected and diverse inventories 
of beams and flooring in America. 

pts Cet eset me gta 

Design Center 

Showcasing Our Material 

  

Custom Woodcraft Center 

Antique G Vintage Woods Cottages, Fencing and Furniture 

of America, Ltd. SALES OFFICE & WAREHOUSE 
Consultative Selling 
2290 Rte 199, PO Box 550 

Green Building Materials Available Pine Plains, NY 12567 

Email: info@antiqueandvintagewoods.com ; ui 
Web: antiqueandvintagewoods.com , (51 8 ) 398-0049 
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pw VINTAGE LIGHTING Pe 

Traditional and industrial lighting nnn 
from 1820's to the modern era. 

Hundreds of unique 
fixtures on display in our 
showroom and online!    

PWVintageLighting.com 1-866-561-3158 
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GREAT BUNGALOWS 

I'VE BEEN SUBSCRIBING to your mag- 

azine for several years and this month’s 

has been one of the best. [Septem- 

ber 2006] The Milwaukee bungalow 

is perfection! I also loved 

the Spanish bungalow 

and garden article; I 

own a modest 1931 

Spanish bungalow in 

Southern California. 

Your magazine has been 

very helpful to me in 

getting the look just 

right in my own home. 

—DAVID GALCHUTT, via email 

EDWARDIAN WALLPAPER 

I’M IN THE PROCESS of renovating my 

1909 kitchen, which was destroyed 

over the years. Looking through back 

issues, I found I absolutely love the 

“Edwardian-style” wallpaper on page 

81 of the March 2004 issue. Is there 

any chance you know who makes it? 

—KRISTINA SAUNDERS 

Saskatoon, SK Canada 

That wallpaper is in writer Catherine 

Pond’s own New Hampshire pantry. 

She can’t remember the name of the 

pattern, but it’s definitely from Thibaut. 

They sell a lot of traditional designs 

that blend with the transitional interiors 

of Edwardian-period houses (i.e., ca. 

1901-1910). Thibaut sells direct and 

through many retail paint-and-paper 

dealers: thibautdesign.com —ED. 

BRAVO 

SEPTEMBER’S ISSUE was great—page 

after page of exactly why I subscribed. 

I kept remarking to my wife, “dear, 

listen to this” and “get a load of that.” 

NOVEMBER 2006   

back&forth 

The book review about Owen Jones 

was outstanding. The Colonial Re- 

a Mil- 

waukee bungalow—just great. I like 

vival “gathering place”. . . 

your marriage of product [coverage] 

with articles. Bravo. 

—LESLIE F. REED 

Warren, Michigan 

NOT SO 

SEPTEMBER was a wonder- 

ful mixture of art, products, 

and articles; always inter- 

esting and different [but] 

with a focus reflecting your 

magazine’s title. Then I went back and 

read the July issue. I was appalled to 

find the article “A New Passion”’; [it’s]     

If | opt out of porcelain pedestal (one-piece) lavatory 
for my Victorian bathroom, and choose instead a drop-in china sink, 

what's the most appropriate countertop material? My instincts say wood 

but everyone tries to talk me out of it. Wouldn't a wood vanity top, properly 

sealed and maintained, be an option? If so, what species of wood? 

If not, what are other, authentic options? ——-SUZANNE HOLTKAMP, BUFORD, GEORGIA 

he popularity of the pedestal sink peaked in the 1910s and 1920s. 

Much more common during the Victorian era was an under-mount 

china bowl in a marble countertop. Whether hung on the wall with 

plumbing exposed, or set atop a wooden vanity, that combination was, | 

remember, ubiquitous in New York City's brownstones. And I've seen old 

ones in Queen Anne and Stick-style houses up here in Massachusetts. 

Most of the time, a marble backsplash continues 4 to 15 inches up the 

wall. The marble top might be supported on decorative metal brackets, 

on metal or porcelain legs, or on a rather simple vanity cabinet, usually 

of oak or fir. Sometimes there would be small drawers on one side— 

almost like old sewing machine cabinet drawers. 

Wooden countertops were used, as well, in pantries and bathrooms. 

Mahogany and teak have the best water resistance. Some people prefer an 

over-mount bowl in a wooden countertop, to mitigate the effect of water at 

the rim. Both wood and marble should be sealed. Today, of course, you might 

choose a marble-like Corian—cheaper and easier to maintain, it can be routed   and worked just like marble (with, for instance, an ogee edging). —P. POORE 

BRUCE MARTIN 
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ABCRETE 
CONCRETE ACID STAINS   

THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES IN COLORANT, 

STAIN, TOPCOATS, SEALERS, AND PATTERNS 

Convert your pool deck, patio, driveway, 

walk, or commercial showroom into a 

show place that is durable, beautiful, 

and maintenance free. 

FOR ORDERING INFORMATION GALL (888) 547-7950, 
OR EMAIL US AT Sales @fabcrete.com 

www .fabcrete.com   
Circle no. 569 
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Grilles & Registers 
Made to Las 
a Lifetime 
Cast Iron ¢ Cast Brass 

Cast Aluminum ¢ Cast Zinc 

Rees 
The Reggio Register Co. 
Dept. E6611,, 31 Jytek Road, 
Leominster, MA 01453 
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Victorian 
Lighting 

inc. 

One of New England’ largest 

selections of kerosene, gas 

and early electric lighting. 

Route 1 South 
P.O. Box 1067 

Kennebunk, ME 04043 

207-985-6868 
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Window Glass antique 

MADE IN THE USA glass 

Baltimore, MD 410-435-0300 

wwwagwglass.com     
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Sconces and wall brackets for 

ambient lighting; today's 

Morris-inspired interiors; time- 

tested kitchen design. 

ALSO: radiant heating; a Victo- 

rian Revival house; wallpapers 

1901-45; a lavish use of fabric; 

Modern meets Arts & Crafts. 

Subscribe: 
call 800-462-0211 

Old-House Interiors brings you period 

decorating advice, historic homes, 

interpretive rooms, kitchens and baths, 

the best products and furnishings, 

six times a year. Just $23. 

Advertise: 
call 800-356-9313 
Reach this audience of intelligent 

designers and owners, actively 

seeking products and services for their 

historic or fine-traditional homes. 

Call for a media kit and rates. 
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everything I hate about Architectural 

Digest. Contented pictures of the own- 

ers with their dog, promo for the in- 

terior designer and her dog . .. what 

were you thinking? 

Please don’t forget your name; 

it’s why we all subscribe! We have 

old houses that we love. 

—ALICE E. STILES 

Pasadena, Calif. 

Some readers shudder at every “new 

old house,” but I gather your reaction 

goes beyond that. The Vermont house 

we visited in July is, admittedly, quite 

grand. We appreciated its authentic 

details. You don’t see many Colonial 

Revival houses being interpreted these 

days. And photographer Carolyn Bates 

has a soft spot for dogs. —P. POORE 

CAN YOU HELP? 

I AM LOOKING for ceramic floor tiles 

that are a windmill design. Sizes are 

black at A"x A" and white at 1"x A". 

ROBERT LEE, via email 

Please send your response 

to letters @oldhouseinteriors.com 

ONCE ABANDONED 

MY HOUSE HERE in Toronto was liter- 

ally abandoned for at least fifteen years 

and I have been meticulously restor- 

ing it for almost five. Although it has 

been updated in many ways, I’m 

taking everything back to the way it 

would/could have been in the early 

°30s when it was built. 

I'll get rooms painted and trimmed 

in the fall. I have beautiful, authen- 

tic wall sconces, wallpaper and so 

much more. 

—BOB CLARKE 

Toronto, Ontario 

Thanks for the photos. It’s amazing 

how even an “average” house of the 

1930s has so much detail when some- 

one takes the time to bring it back, 

from dentil mouldings to mantels to 

walnut inlay. Your furniture is great! 

—PATRICIA POORE 

NEXT EARLY HOMES 

MY CUSTOMERS are asking when the 

next issue of Early Homes will be com- 

ing out. (They say you need to make 

it a monthly!) They really want a 

good “early” magazine like this.... 

—VICKI SADLER 

at Cows in the Creek 

Cambridge, Ind. 

We're up to biannual. The next one is 

available in November. These special 

editions are sold on the newsstand and 

in stores like the Sadlers’, or you can 

order a single copy for $6.95 by calling 

(978) 283-3200 during business hours (ET). 

—LORI VIATOR 
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EYE CATCHING QUALITY 
RED CEDAR SHUTTERS 

Delivered Right To Your Door! = =p 

  

‘Call for free brochure and assistance with your project. 
Many shutter types available. Endless cut out nt possiblities! 

Shuttercraft, Inc. Call (203) 245-2608     

  

  

CLASSIC GUTTER SYSTEMS, L.L.C. 
Heavy duty copper, aluminum 

and galvalume half round 

* Up to 26' shipped 

nationally 

* Buy direct 

    

      

8 styles of 

cast facia 

brackets 

Ph. (269) 665-2700 Fax. (269) 665-1234 

P.O. Box 2319 * Kalamazoo, MI 49003 

For complete line visit www.classicgutters.com       
Circle no. 918 

  

17th and 18th Century 

Millwork 

Windows, Doors & Entryways 

Raised-Panel Walls 

Old Glass, Moldings 

i Wide Pine Flooring 

Beaded & Feather edge boards 

Send $4.00 for catalog. 

CUSTOM WOODWORKING 

Maurer & Shepherd Joyners 
122 Naubuc Avenue 

Glastonbury, Connecticut 06033 
(860) 633-2383 

  

  

  

  

  

Western Red Cedar 

PVC Pipe below 

Ground Protects Post 

Custom Turnings 

Porch Posts 

Lamp Posts 

Post Lights 

Mail Posts 
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Western Red Cedar 

Made in U.S.A. + Free Brochure 
Call Toll Free 1-877-887-9663 
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.THEWOODWRIGHTCO.COM   
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  Screen & Storm Doors 
+ Mahogany 
+ Custom sizes 
+ Tempered glass 
« 55 styles 

a zs Send $3 for a catalog 

Touchstone 
Woodworks 

PO Box 112 
Dept OHI 

Ravenna OH 44266 SA 
ME (330) 297-1313 

| www.touchstonewoodworks.com 
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Warm to the comfort of radiant heat 

   
  

   | “==Floor Company® y | 

Efficient, Quiet, Reliable ag 
Its never been easier to doit yourselfs 

GAS, PROPANE 
_ SOLAR, OIL, WOOD 

ELECTRIC, 
GEOTHERMAL 

www.radiantcompany.com 
- Barton, Vermont 

7 (toll free) 1.866.WARM-TOES (927.6863) 
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A.E. Sampson & Son Ltd. pg. 55 circle no. 313 

(800) 769-6196 aesampsonandson.com 

AA Abbingdon Affiliates pg. 111 circle no. 20 

(718) 258-8333 abbingdon.com 

Abatron pg. 57 circle no. 192 

(800) 445-1754 abatron.com 

Acorn Manufacturing pg. 43 circle no. 888 

(800) 835-0121 acornmfg.com 

Adams Architectural Wood Products pg. 20 

(888) 285-8120 adamsarch.com 

AK Exteriors pg. 112 circle no. 275 
(800) 253-9837 akexteriors.com 

Alameda Shade Shop pg. 113 circle no. 71 

(510) 522-0633 shadeshop.com 

American Restoration Tile pg. 29 circle no. 429 

(501) 455-1000 restorationtile.com 

Americana pg. 107 circle no. 164 

(800) 269-5697 shutterblinds.com 

Andersen Ceramics pg. 30 

(512) 921-4771 andersenceramics.com 

Anita Munman 20th Century Fine Art pg. 29 
(866) 295-9345 20thcenturyfineart.com 

Antique Room pg. 109 

(718) 875-7084 antiqueroom.com 

Antique & Vintage 

Woods of America pg. 101 circle no. 546 
(518) 398-0049 antiqueandvintagewoods.com 

Architectural Grille pg. 110 circle no. 15 

(800) 387-6267 archgrille.com 
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(800) 835-4400 archpro.com 
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(877) 676-2424 archiveedition.com 
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(800) 543-7040 arscomfg.com 
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Artisan Glass Works pg. 103 

(410) 435-0300 agwglass.com 
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(800) 257-3711 ballandball.com 

Bathroom Machineries pg. 100 circle no. 193 

(800) 255-4426 deabath.com 
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(800) 243-9595 brasslightgallery.com 
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Bungalow Bill pg. 91 

(201) 791-3521 bungalowbill.com 

C&J Metal Products, Inc. pg. 113 circle no. 724 

(800) 500-8660 cjmetals.com 

Carlisle Wide Plank Floors pg. 93 circle no. 91 

(800) 595-9663 wideplankflooring.com 

Carreaux du Nord pg. 95 circle no. 68 
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(800) 527-9064 cinderwhit.com 
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(800) 245-7742 classicaccents.net 
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Copper Sinks Direct pg. 37 
(866) 385-7065 coppersinksdirect.com 

Craftsman Lumber pg. 97 circle no. 212 
(978) 448-5621 craftsmanlumber.com 

Crown City Hardware pg. 17 circle no. 397 
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(800) 999-4994 crown-point.com 
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(800) 367-1884 cumberlandwoodcraft.com 
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(843) 669-2478 driwood.com 
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Motawi Tileworks pg. 31 circle no. 316 

(734) 213-0017 motawi.com 

Mountain Lumber Company pg. 95 circle no. 203 

(800) 445-2671 mountainlumber.com 

Native Tile & Ceramics pg. 91 circle no. 157 

(310) 533-8684 nativetile.com 

Native Trails pg. 43 circle no. 35 

(800) 786-0862 nativetrails.net 

North Prairie Tileworks pg. 42 circle no. 219 

(612) 871-3421 handmadetile.com 

Old-House Interiors 
Design Center Sourcebook pg. 19 circle no. 38 

(978) 283-3200 oldhouseinteriors.com 

PC Products pg. 55 circle no. 751 

(610) 432-3543 pcepoxy.com 

Persian Carpet Company pg. 3 

(800) 333-1801 persiancarpet.com 

Pioneer Millworks pg. 41 circle no. 231 

(800) 951-9663 pioneermillworks.com 

Prairie Loft pg. 54 circle no. 462 

(630) 762-3000 praireloft.com 

      We make installing a Spiral Straightforward. | : 

fe) Oren fe Oak Spirals 
yu ey 

*425 *1575 
BT as Pe) Facies \ eee) QUES 3'6" to 70" ; SOT 40" to 60" ' 4'0" to 6'0" 

SCAT ars SL : sy eCast Aluminum 
UTS A POTS CT Construction 
  

The best selection, quality, and prices! 
Since 1931, The Iron Shop has enjoyed a reputation for outstanding design and fabrication of spiral 

stairs. Today, we utilize computer-aided technology throughout our production process successfully mixing 
state-of-the-art manufacturing with Old World quality. Offering the largest selection, highest quality, and 
lowest prices in spiral stairs—we make sure that you get the right spiral to meet your needs, available in 
any height and BOCA/UBC code models. And our spirals are still made with pride in the U.S.A. 

Call for the FREE color Catalog & Price List: 
Installation Video featuri 1-800-523-7427 ask tor ext. ont “The Furniture Guys” 

or visit our Web Site at www. ThelronSh OHI 

Main Plant & Showroom: Dept. OHI, P.O. Box 547, 400 Reed Rd, Broomall, PA 19008 
Shi / Warehouses: Ontario, CA * Sarasota, FL * Houston, TX * Chicago, IL * Stamford, CT 

“The Furniture Gi Guys" is 

THE IRON SHOP’ _= 
bekrgngt  Fean The Leading Manufacturer of Spiral Stair Kits® Boner ae 

        
  

            

Joe L'Eraris 

Circle no. 545 

AMERICANA 
odo \ 

BAY WINDOWS ARE MADE FOR SHUTTERS 

AUTHENTIC DESIGN ¢ FREE MEASURE GUIDE e FREE BROCHURE 

SHOW OFF YOUR WINDOWS WITH LOW MAINTENANCE HIGH QUALITY CUSTOM 
FABRICATED LOUVERED SHUTTERS DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR READY TO 

INSTALL IN 4TO 6 WEEKS. CALL FOR DETAILS AND COST 

800-269-5697 www.shutterblinds.com   
Circle no. 164



  

  

CHARLES P. ROGERS e EST. 1834 A rs 

ATHER, BRASS & IRON BEDS 
LINEN & EGYPTIAN COTTON 
EE CATALOG AND SALE PRICE LIST 
5946 * www.charlesprogers.com, 
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iD TRADE MARK REGISTERED WW 

PERIOD MOULDINGS 

Over 450 Sites 

Architecturally Correct. 
Authentic in Design 

TCT 

>.WOOD 

  

Circle no. 714 

Classic Illumination 

2743 Ninth Street, 

Berkeley, CA 94710 
510-849-1842 

Model 1924-1 
with carp glass 

Also available with hydrangea or grape 

classicillumination.com 

Circle no. 551 

  

  

  

Outer Nepot 
© CUSTOM SHUTTERS 

© INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 

© WHOLESALE TO THE PUBLIC 

© 2’h" MOVEABLE LOUVER 

© RAISED PANEL AND FIXED 
LOUVER SHUTTERS, 

© CUSTOM FINISHED 
OR UNFINISHED 

© COMPLETE SELECTION Cu UTS OF HAROWARE 

Aa GRY AM Lida Ream BIg 

(P) 706-672-1214 » (F) 706-672-1122 * shutterdepot.com 

Circle no. 93 

  

  

  

SO PCa NEY siinscebacne cen 
PW Vintage Lighting pg. 10 circle no. 478 

(866) 561-3158 pwvintagelighting.com 

Quality Lighting pg. 39 

(530) 268-3795 qualitylighting. net 

Radiant Floor Company pg. 105 circle no. 306 

(866) 927-6863 radiantcompany.com 

Radiant Wraps pg. 20 circle no. 458 

(973) 857-6480 radiantwraps.com 

RangeCraft Manufacturing pg. 44 circle no. 102 

(877) RCHOODS rangecraft.com 

Reggio Register pg. 103 circle no. 659 

(800) 880-3090 reggioregister.com 

Rejuvenation back cover circle no. 10 

(888) 401-1900 rejuvenation.com 

Renaissance Antique Lighting pg. 43 circle no. 221 

(800) 850-8515 antique-lighting.com 

Retro Redheads pg. 100 

(978) 857-8898 retro-redheads.com 

RMG Stone Products pg. 47 circle no. 481 

(800) 585-5636 rmgstone.com 

Rocheford Handmade Tile pg. 112 

(612) 824-6216 housenumbertiles.com 

Roy Electric Lighting Company pg. 103 circle no. 11 

(800) 366-3347 royelectriclighting.com 

Schoolhouse Electric Co. pg. 54 circle no. 380 

(800) 630-7113 schoolhouseelectric.com 

Sheldon Slate Products pg. 35 and 95 circle no. 134 

(207) 997-3615 sheldonslate.com 

Shutter Depot pg. 108 circle no. 93 

(706) 672-1214 shutterdepot.com 

Shuttercraft pg. 105 

(203) 245-2608 shuttercraft.com 

Signature Hardware / 

Clawfoot Supply pg. 37 circle no. 326 

(866) 475-9708 signaturehardware.com 

Singer Galleries pg. 30 
(206) 285-0394 singergalleries.com 

Smith Woodworks & Design pg. 45 circle no. 325 

(908) 832-2723 niceknobs.com 

Snelling’s Thermo-Vac pg. 101 circle no. 788 
(318) 929-7398 ceilingsmagnifique.com 

Steven Handelman Studios pg. 21 circle no. 118 

(805) 962-5119 stevenhandelmanstudios.com 

Stickley, L. &J.G. inside front cover circle no. 777 

(315) 682-5500 stickley.com 

Stone Forest pg. 39 circle no. 342 

(888) 682-2987 stoneforest.com 

Stone River Bronze pg. 16 circle no. 330 

(435) 755-8100 stoneriverbronze.com 

SubwayTile.com pg. 92 

(888) 439-8453 subwaytile.com 

Sunrise Specialty Co. pg. 7 circle no. 310 

(510) 729-7277 sunrisespecialty.com 

Susan Hebert Imports pg. 39 circle no. 84 

(503) 248-1 ecobre.com 

Sutherland Welles Ltd. pg. 100 circle no. 138 

(800) 322-1245 sutherlandwelles.com 

The Swan Company pg. 30 circle no. 395 

(530) 865-4109 swanpicturehangers.com 

Tile Restoration Center pg. 94 circle no. 784 

(206) 633-4866 tilerestorationcenter.com 

Tile Showcase pg. 5 circle no. 773 

(617) 926-1100 tileshowcase.com 

Tile Source pg. 91 circle no. 55 

(843) 689-9151 tile-source.com 

Timberlane Woodcrafters pg. 29 circle no. 891 

(800) 250-2221 timberlaneshutters.com 

Touchstone Woodworks pg. 105 circle no. 97 

(330) 297-1313 touchstonewoodworks.com 

Trustworth Studios pg. 31 

(508) 746-1847 trustworth.com 

Van Dyke’s Restorers pg. 49 circle no. 147 

(800) 558-1234 vandykes.com 

Vande Hey Raleigh pg. 47 circle no. 170 

(800) 236-8453 vhrtile.com 

Victorian Collectibles pg. 111 circle no. 576 

(800) 783-3829 victorianwallpaper.com 

Victorian Lighting Inc. pg. 103 

(207) 985-6868 

Vintage Brick Salvage, LLC pg. 111 

(800) 846-8243 bricksalvage.com 

Vista Window Films inside back cover circle no. 709 

(800) 345-6088 vista-films.com 

W.F. Norman Corp. pg. 113 circle no. 128 

(800) 641-4038 wfnorman.com 

Ward Clapboard Mill pg. 101 circle no, 218 

(802) 496-3581 wardclapboard.com 

Warren Chair Works pg. 44 circle no. 23 

(401) 247-0426 warrenchairworks.com 

Weil-McLain pg. 13 

(219) 879-6561 weil-mclain.com 

White River Architectural Salvage pg. 21 

(317) 924-4000 whiteriversalvage.com 

Windows of France and Beyond pg. 22 

(215) 862-0320 windowsoffrance.com 

Wizard Enterprise pg. 91 circle no. 42 

(323) 756-8430 wizardenterprise.com 

Woodstock Soapstone pg. 50 

(800) 866-4344 woodstove.com 

Woodwright Company pg. 105 circle no. 404 

(877) 887-9663 thewoodwrightco.com 

Worth Home Products pg. 47 circle no. 524 

(713) 660-0025 worthhomeproducts.com 

YesterYear’s 

Vintage Doors & Millwork pg. 101 circle no. 73 

(800) 787-2001 vintagedoors.com



ORIGINAL 
DESIGNS 

PRESSED-TIN CEILINGS 
6",12" & 24” PATTERNS ~ COMMERCIAL ¢ RESIDENTIAL 

Ar el 

WE HAVE SOME OF THE LOWEST PRICES 

OE ee re a eee 
8212 BRAEWICK DRIVE * HOUSTON, TEXAS 77074 

TEP A RC let] 
TheTinman.com   
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la Creme de la Creme 
of Victoriana 

www.AntiqueRoom.com 

Rosewood center table J&W Meeks C.1855 

    

  

  

J.R. BURROWS 
& COMPANY       

istortcal- Design WVlerchernts 

Scottish Lace 
Curtains and 

Art Wallpapers 
Victorian and Arts & 

Crafts Movement 

exclusive designs 

800 347-1795 
Request Wallpaper and 

Lace Catalogs 

  

Visit us on line at 

Wwww.burrows.com 

Wilton & Brussels 
carpets for period 
homes and carpets 
by William Morris 

Circle no. 22 

D a 

40.000+ Pscoraive 
Widest Selection... 

PVM oi eh lee 
Products 

ictal teeta (lg 
Architectural Mouldings 
laa 

Period & Contemporary 
Pelee re 

Brass Tubing & Fittings 

ee eee) 
Vacca (oy 

Columns & Capitals 

es CC ee 

Knobs & Pulls 

EV oars) 

MEd 

Balustrading 

eat ed 

Mera el) 
bein) 

eae me Cm Ca) 

Aye Mh: me) OC 

And So Much More 

Please Call 1-888-772-1400 For Our Master Catalog! 

Pe Products vy Outwater air 

Tel: 1-800-835-4400 Fax: 1-800-835-4403 
New Jersey ¢ Arizona ¢ Canada 

www.archpro.com 

Circle no. 365 
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FRANK ALLART — & COMPANY 

7, a) ha a Ie ee \ 

a many 
ae ard : er 

~ Classic English Architectural Hardware ~ 

Available at Select Dealers Nationwide 

US sales office: 

(888) 582-9110  sales@frankallart.com   
Circle no. 625 

  

  

ARCHITECTURAL GRILLE 

   The flexibility you need. 

US SSeS ae rel mek) 
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FELBER 
ORNAMENTAL 
PLASTERING CORP 

PO BOX $7, 1000 W. Washington Street 

Norristown, Pennsylvania 19404 * 610-275-4713 

FAX 610-275-6636 * 800-392-6896 » www. felber.net 

PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG 

Circle no. 554 

    
    

You could stay home and dust or 

_ you could 
| join us 
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The Hillside Club's 
Ist Annual Arts & Crafts 

Benefit Show and Sale 

Saturday, November I8th, 2006 

2286 Cedar Street. Berkeley, California Sponsored’ 
1I:30am-5pm $5°/Early Bird 10:30 $20 ART SS. 
For more information: 510-843-8982 Char TS 

or see www.hillsideclub.org HOMES 
AND THE REVIVAL



       
Lower Heating Bills... 

be ) ) Bf 99 Si 

A Peauiifil Thing!” 
fo Peer Elegant custom-made radiator 

: enclosures reduce winter heating 

costs by channeling heat where 

it’s needed, preventing heat loss! 
6 standard powder-coated 

colors, plus wood grain! 

     
      

    
    

      

  

Unlimited custom colors and 

custom features, too!        
      Exclusive! Secure on-line ordering! 

      Exclusive! Best radiator enclosure prices! 

       Exclusive! Serving homeowners since 1934! 

www.BeautifulRadiators.com 
800.543.7040 [= 

       
  

    

  

Dayle 
Sidewall 

an original 
reproduction 
from our 

Brillion 

Collection 

Authentic 

Restoration 

Wallpapers, 
Borders and 
Ceilings     

Victorian Collectibles Ltd. 

845 East Glenbrook Rd., Milwaukee, WI 53217 

(800) 783-3829 * vcl@victorianwallpaper.com 

www.victorianwallpaper.com       
Circle no. 576 
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Original Tin Ceilings 
Three Generations of Experience, 
Quality, Reliability & Tech. Support 

¢ 38 Designs 2'x4' nail-up for a quick & easy installation 

* 2'x4',2'x8' nail-up & 2'x2',2'x4' lay-in for grid system 

¢ Steel « White * Chrome * Copper & Brass plate 

¢ Stainless, Solid Copper Kitchen backsplash 

¢ Medallions * Walls & Cabinet inserts 

* 15 Cornice styles * Pre-cut miters 

ee aa-abbingdon affiliates inc. 
CIO Dept., OHI, 2149 Utica Ave., Bklyn., NY 11234 
718 - 258 - 8333» www.ohi.abbingdon.com   

Circle no. 20 
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Ccender Whit & Company 
Wood Turnings for Porches & Stairways 

e Stock or Custom Designs «Authentic Replications ¢ Prompt Quality Service e 

ePorch Posts « Balusters « Newels e Spindles e Finials e Handraile 
Lengths To 12 Feet * Free Brochure e« 

1-800-527-9064 Fax 701-642-4204 

E-Mail: info@cinderwhit.com 
Website: www.cinderwhit.com ‘ | 

733 Eleventh Avenue South e Wahpeton, ND 58075 
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” no. 694 

, ALES 
cf Exte riors 
SF 

Specializing in Service 

and Dependability 

  

HIGH PROFIT POTENTIAL 
Your wholesale source and manufacturer 
of cast aluminum lighting, fixtures, and 

furniture. We reproduce original cast iron parts, 

build molds, and specialize in custom work 

Write for our catalogue featuring illustrations 

298 Leisure Lane « Clint, TX 79836 
800.253.9837 * Fax: 91 5.886.2890 SALE 

www.akexteriors.com 
We accept Visa, Mastercard, and Discover 

  

  Special! 20% Off Every Item in Catalogue   
  

Circle no. 275 

AA | 

HANDMADE HOUSE NUMBER TILES 
Visit our web site to see all of our ceramic tile house numbers, colors and accent tiles 

www.housenumbertiles.com 

ROSHEFORD HANAMARE TILE 
Minneapolis, Minnesota * 612-824-6216 fax 612-821-8825 

  

  

HANDCRAFTED 
To The Drip On The Tapered Candles 

Early American Lighting since 
1938; chandeliers, copper lanterns, 
and wall sconces. 

Knowledgeable collectors, Restor- 
ations and Museums have been 
buying our fine fixtures for over 30 
years. A list is available on request. 
$2.00 for catalog. 

GATES MOORE 
River Road, Dept OHI 

Silvermine Norwalk, Conn. 
06850 - Tel. (203) 847-3231 
www. gatesmoorelighting.com 
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Tind tt here 
The editors have compiled this section 

to give you more information about 

products and services in this issue. 

Objects not listed are generally avail- 

able, or are family pieces or antiques. 

Bathroom Modesty pp. 32-36 
Retrofit shower and curtain assemblies for 
clawfoot tubs available from antique-bath 
suppliers listed at oldhouseinteriors.com: 
go to Design Center, Revival Baths, “list all.” 

* Reproduction bathroom lighting with 
nickel finish available from Rejuvenation: 

rejuvenation.com, 888/401-1900. 

Romancing the Image pp. 52-54 
Images also appeared in Gardens of the Arts 
& Crafts Movement, by author Judith B. Tankard 
[Abrams, 2004]. * Several of the English houses 

depicted appear in Historic Arts & Crafts 
Homes of Great Britain by Brian D. Coleman 

[Gibbs Smith, 2005]. 

Pioneer Craftsman pp. 62-67 
Many of the owners’ house parts and furnish- 
ings are antique, custom, fabricated locally, or 
from their own collections. p. 63 Victorian- 

style stick-and-ball screen doors available from 
Vintage Woodworks, vintagewoodworks.com, 
903/356-2158. p. 64Victorian-era papers and 
borders available from The Brillion Collection 
ofVictorian Collectibles: victorianwallpaper.com, 
800/783-3829. p. 65 Old-style appliances from 
Heartland Appliances, heartlandappliances.com. 
For local dealers, call them at 800/361- 

1517. © Kitchen cabinets made by Paul 
M. Magelby Construction, Inc. in Lindon, UT: 

801/785-9998. 

Montpellier Hall pp. 75-79 
Montpellier Hall is a guest house. If you would 
like to stay, please contact Roger Amerena, 17 

Montpelier Terrace, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 

3DF Tel.: 01273 203 599 

Playing for Tile pp. 88-94 
A comprehensive source list can be found on 
p- 90 pp. 88-89 Shown is Motawi’s 6x6-in. 
polychrome Tapestry wallpaper tile in dark green 

with matte finish; glazes include lime, ocean, 

lee green, and black (gloss). Inset niche special 
order through Motawi Tileworks: motawi.com, 
734/213-0017 Photo by Justin Maconochie. 

Dialog p. 102 
Bathroom cabinet by Kennebec Company: 

KennebecCompany.com, 207/443-2131. Mar- 

ble top custom-fabricated at a local stone yard. 

Inspired By p.114 
Carpets, fabrics, and wallpapers inspired by 
C.FA Voysey available from J.R. Burrows, Rock- 

land, MA: burrows.com, 800/347-1795. * Other 

Voysey-inspired papers, fabrics, and needlework 

available from Trustworth Studios, Plymouth, 

MA: trustworth.com, 508/746-1847. 

v 

|
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Permanent concrete stain that will not fade, chip, or peel 

Eight colors available « Interior/Exterior Use * Call for your local distributor 

903-587-3708 * www.kemiko.com * sales@kemiko.com 

Ask about our new Rembrandt Polymer Stains 

Circle no. 175 

  

ALAMEDA 
SHADE SHOP 
Custom-Made Window Shades 

914 Central cee ¢ (510) 522-0633 
Alameda, CA 94501 * (510) 522-0651 

° wo Credit Gara Accepted « 
Website: www.shadeshop.com 

    
        

  

  
Since 1949 a full Service shade 

shop that specializes in matching 
shades to your victorian home 

Circle no. 71 

    
(AN INVITATION TO JOIN] 

The Victorian 
Society in 
merica 

SINCE 1966 

Visit us on the web at 

www. victoriansocie 

205 South Camac Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19107 

  

    
215-545-8340 

Info@victoriansociety.org           
pine 

Decorative Metal Ceilings 
Original turn-of-the-century patterns 

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once 
again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall cover- 
ings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but 
from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy. 

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner 
plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic 
designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an 
exact fit. 

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog. Price $3. 

W.F Norman Corporation 
P.O. Box 323 * Nevada, Missouri 64772 © 1-800-641-4038 

Fax: 417-667-2708 

Circle no. 128 
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—PERIOD— 
FIREPLACES 

  

WAS DYING FOR A FIREPLACE; maybe English 

Victorian cast iron with tiles would do. (So dif- 

ferent from anything on Long Island!) As part of 

my research, I bought Judith Miller’s book, and fell 
Pent by Fits — i 2 ~ 

to oun desperately in love with the fireplace on the cover, a Peetta te oun 

Glasgow-style copper surround designed by George 

TOP: The new mantel Walton around 1904.1 looked in New York and Lon- 
and surround in the style 

of Glasgow designer George . tee ; [ 
Walton (1867-1933), inspired lar, to no avail. But I did find a copper mirror with 

by the cover photo of Judith Glasgow roses on it, in London. My husband said, “I 
Miller's 1995 book Period 

Fireplaces (above). RIGHT 

(top to bottom) The staircase who could make a fireplace surround like the copper 
with Voysey’s “Bird” carpet; a 

Mackintosh breakfast room; 

don and at Christie’s and online for something simi- 

know why you like that.” Finally I found someone   
one: Joe Mross of Archive Designs [archivedesigns.com]. 

living room with Morris I hung my mirror and put a George Walton clock on 

textiles; Voysey's The Stag the mantel. ® I now have a beloved collection of British 
wallpaper [burrows.com] 

in the powder room. Arts and Crafts objects. A Glasgow rose motif runs 

  through the house. —LAURA EULER, BAY SHORE, N.Y. 

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS (ISSN 1079-3941) VOL. XII, NUMBER 6 is published six times per year for $26 by Gloucester Publishers, 108 East Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930. 

Telephone (978) 283-3200. Subscriptions in Canada are $35 per year, payable in U.S. funds. Periodicals postage paid at Gloucester, MA 01930 and additional mailing offices. Postmaster: send address 

changes to Old-House Interiors, P.O. Box 56009, Boulder, CO 80328-6009.   
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VISTA 
wtitnobow 7 oe | 

800-345-6088 

Oe 

al 
LCL 

ASID 
ETA A 
Pee 

The 
Difference 

iS 
VISTA® 

From sunroom to showroom, VISTA® Window Film 
provides unprecedented protection against: 

- harsh glare 
- heat 
- fading of fabrics and furniture 

Views, comfort, energy savings and 99.9% UV 
fade protection are a few reasons why VISTA® is 
the choice of ASID Interior Designers, Architects 
and Builders nationwide. Professionally installed, 

Lifetime warranty. 

You’ll see and feel the difference. 

Circle no. 709
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For period-authentic lighting and house parts from a company that shares your passion, 
request a free catalogue at rejuvenation.com or call us at 888-401-1900. 

Circle no. 10  


